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Summary
Breast cancer is the most common women tumour worldwide, about 2 million
new cases diagnosed each year (second most common cancer overall). This
disease represents about 12% of all new cancer cases and 25% of all cancers
in women. Early detection of breast cancer is one of the key factors in
determining the prognosis for women with malignant tumours. The standard
diagnostic tool for the detection of breast cancer is x-ray mammography. The
disadvantage of this method is its low specificity, especially in the case of
radiographically dense breast tissue (young or under-forty women), or in the
presence of scars and implants within the breast.
Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI)
has demonstrated a great potential in the screening of high-risk women for
breast cancer, in staging newly diagnosed patients and in assessing therapy
effects.
However, due to the large amount of information, DCE-MRI manual
examination is error prone and can hardly be inspected without the use of a
Computer-Aided Detection and Diagnosis (CAD) system. Breast imaging
analysis is made harder by the dynamical characteristics of soft tissues since
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any patient movements (such as involuntary due to breathing) may affect the
voxel-by-voxel dynamical analysis.
Breast DCE-MRI computer-aided analysis needs a pre-processing stage
to identify breast parenchyma and reduce motion artefacts. Among the major
issues in developing CAD for breast DCE-MRI, there is the detection and
classification of lesions according to their aggressiveness. Moreover, it would
be convenient to determine those subjects who are likely to not respond to the
treatment so that a modification may be applied as soon as possible, relieving
them from potentially unnecessary or toxic treatments.
In this thesis, an automated CAD system is presented. The proposed
CAD aims to support radiologist in lesion detection, diagnosis and therapy
assessment after a suitable preprocessing stage.
Segmentation of breast parenchyma has been addressed relying on fuzzy
binary clustering, breast anatomical priors and morphological refinements.
The breast mask extraction module combines three 2D Fuzzy C-Means clus-
tering (executed from the three projection, axial, coronal and transversal)
and geometrical breast anatomy characterization. In particular, seven well-
defined key-points have been considered in order to accurately segment breast
parenchyma from air and chest-wall.
To diminish the effects of involuntary movement artefacts, it is usual
to apply a motion correction of the DCE-MRI volumes before of any data
analysis. However, there is no evidence that a single Motion Correction
Technique (MCT) can handle different deformations - small or large, rigid or
non-rigid - and different patients or tissues. Therefore, it would be useful to
develop a quality index (QI) to evaluate the performance of different MCTs.
The existent QI might not be adequate to deal with DCE-MRI data because of
the intensity variation due to contrast media. Therefore, in developing a novel
QI, the underlying idea is that once DCE-MRI data have been realigned using
a specific MCT, the dynamic course of the signal intensity should be as close
as possible to physiological models, such as the currently accepted ones (e.g.
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Tofts-Kermode, Extended Tofts-Kermode, Hayton-Brady, Gamma Capillary
Transit Time, etc.). The motion correction module ranks all the MCTs, using
the QI, selects the best MCT and applies a correction before of further data
analysis.
The proposed lesion detection module performs the segmentation of
lesions in Regions of Interest (ROIs) by means of classification at a pixel
level. It is based on a Support Vector Machine (SVM) trained with dynamic
features, extracted from a suitably pre-selected area by using a pixel-based
approach. The pre-selection mask strongly improves the final result.
The lesion classification module evaluates the malignity of each ROI by
means of 3D textural features. The Local Binary Patterns descriptor has been
used in the Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP) configuration. A Random
Forest has been used to achieve the final classification into a benignant or
malignant lesion.
The therapy assessment stage aims to predict the patient primary tumour
recurrence to support the physician in the evaluation of the therapy effects and
benefits. For each patient which has at least a malignant lesion, the recurrence
of the disease has been evaluated by means of a multiple classifiers system. A
set of dynamic, textural, clinicopathologic and pharmacokinetic features have
been used to assess the probability of recurrence for the lesions.
Finally, to improve the usability of the proposed work, we developed a
framework for tele-medicine that allows advanced medical image remote
analysis in a secure and versatile client-server environment, at a low cost.
The benefits of using the proposed framework will be presented in a real-case
scenario where OsiriX, a wide-spread medical image analysis software, is
allowed to perform advanced remote image processing in a simple manner
over a secure channel.
The proposed CAD system have been tested on real breast DCE-MRI data
for the available protocols. The breast mask extraction stage shows a median
segmentation accuracy and Dice similarity index of 98% and 93% respectively
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and 100% of neoplastic lesion coverage. The motion correction module is
able to rank the MCTs with an accordance of 74% with a ‘reference ranking’.
Moreover, by only using 40% of the available volume, the computational
load is reduced selecting always the best MCT. The automatic detection
maximises the area of correctly detected lesions while minimising the number
of false alarms with an accuracy of 99% and the lesions are, then, diagnosed
according to their stage with an accuracy of 85%. The therapy assessment
module provides a forecasting of the tumour recurrence with an accuracy of
78% and an AUC of 79%. Each module has been evaluated by a leave-one-
patient-out approach, and results show a confidence level of 95% (p < 0.05).
Finally, the proposed remote architecture showed a very low transmission
overhead which settles on about 2.5% for the widespread 10/100 Mbps.
Security has been achieved using client-server certificates and up-to-date
standards.
1
Introduction
Mammary gland is an even and symmetrical organ, placed on the front wall
of the chest, consists mainly of a fibrous tissue, a glandular component (15-20
lobes, each of which consists of lobules and each lobule has a lactiferous -
from Greek ‘that carries milk’ - duct that drains into openings in the nipple),
and an adipose tissue, more extended than glandular and fibrous tissues
(Figure 1.1).
In order to understand the techniques, methods and approaches used
in this thesis, it is necessary to investigate the context in which they were
developed, describing the main types, the related characteristics of breast
cancer and the theory behind the Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI), focusing on the features that are particularly
useful in highlighting the characteristics of neoplasms in exam.
1.1 Breast cancer
Our earliest written record regarding cancer (although the word cancer was
not used) was discovered in Egypt and dates back to about 3000 BC. It is
called the ‘Edwin Smith Papyrus’ and is a copy of part of an ancient Egyptian
textbook on trauma surgery. It describes eight cases of tumours or ulcers
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Figure 1.1: A female breast and its main parts.
of the breast that were treated by cauterisation with a tool called the fire
drill. The conclusion of the document was: ‘There is no treatment’ [10, 93].
Nowadays, the surgery treatment is not the only possible approach. The
modern knowledge of the disease is an important factor in the planning of
curative or palliative therapy.
The number of cases of breast cancer worldwide has significantly in-
creased since the 1970s, a phenomenon partly attributed to the modern
lifestyles of Western world; in fact, recent studies have shown that tumours
are, for the most part, environmental disease rather than genetic, with a ratio
of 9:1 in cases attributable to environmental factors than cases attributable
to genetic factors [11]. Among the environmental factors, we also have to
consider any ethological factor is not genetically inherited, such as pollution,
smoking, nutrition, radiation, stress, and traumas [23].
Neoplasms of the breast represent the most important lesions of this
organ, although not the most frequent, they may assume macroscopic and
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histological aspects extremely variable according to the type of tissue from
which they originate. It is worth to note that breast cancer can also affect
the men (even if it represents less of 1% of all male cancers) [83, 123]. In
both sexes, the incidence is higher in the left breast and upper-outer quadrant
breast as shown in fig.1.2 [62, 196].
Figure 1.2: Spatial incidence of breast cancer.
It is possible to rank breast tumours according to a standardised classifica-
tion system introduced specifically to simplify the communication process of
medical oncologists; discriminating characteristics are the involved tumoural
tissue, the histological characteristics highlighted and staging.
TNM (Tumour, Nodes, Metastases) Standardisation is very used [232];
it was developed in 1987 jointly according to the criteria of the UICC (Inter-
national Union Against Cancer) and AJCC (American Joint Committee on
Cancer); specifically, the TNM table makes use of that codes:
• T distinguishes the primary tumour whose size and nature is expressed
by the value that comes with it (X - 0 - IS - 1MIC, 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d - 2 - 3
- 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d). TX or T0 indicates a tumour cannot be definable or
detectable; IS indicates ‘In Situ’ lesions and is equivalent to the first
stage of the spread of tumours. T1c tumours with size up to 2 cm to
gradually evolve into T4b for tumour of any size but already adherents
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to the skin that has led to a hollowing or orange peel skin until T4d that
indicates an inflammatory carcinoma;
• N indicates, if and to what extent, the lymph nodes are affected by
breast cancer. The values that accompany N are different (X - 0 - 1a -
1b1, 1b2, 1b3, 1b4 - 2 - 3) and indicates by N0, absence of metastasis to
N3 when there is metastatic involvement of the lymph nodes belonging
to the ipsilateral internal mammary chain (N3);
• M refers to the presence of any metastases. MX indicates the inability
to assess the presence of distant metastases, M0 confirms the absence
of them and M1 locates the metastases in distant organs.
In the case of breast cancer, table 1.1 shows the main TNM codes as-
sociating them with the staging code, allowing comparing patients and the
results of different treatment protocols. Moreover, it allows formulating a
more accurate therapeutic and prognostic opinion.
1.2 Biomedical Imaging
With the terms ‘imaging’ or ‘biomedical imaging’ or ‘diagnostic by imaging’
refers to the generic process through which it is possible to observe an area
of a body not visible from the outside. The non-invasive diagnosis plays an
important supporting role in prevention programs, and it is the most effective
methods for early detection of cancers. However, the effectiveness of each
imaging technique needs to be evaluated in a risk/benefit balance.
1.2.1 Techniques for breast imaging
Imaging techniques applied in the research of breast diseases are:
Mammography (RX): Uses ionising radiation (X-rays) at low energy
(30 kVp) to impress images of the breast on planar X-ray films. This
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Table 1.1: TNM table with stage and survival index at 5 years.
instrument is the ‘gold standard’ for breast imaging because it is a
simple test, fast running, highly specific and widely available on the
territory; constituting, at present, the key exam for screening programs
with the ability of recognition of the lesions when the tumour is not
yet visible by palpation (preclinical stage). By contrast, the ionising
radiations are, in the long term, themselves the cause of tumours [18]
and the image quality is lower when compared to other diagnostic
methods. Sensitivity: 85-90% for adipose breasts, 70% for dense (low
fat content) breasts; specificity: 90-95%.
Ultrasound (US): Based on the principles of the emission of echo
and the transmission of the ultrasonic waves (between 2 and 20 Mhz.
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Higher frequencies have a greater resolving power of the image, but
penetrate less deeply into the subject); it is often used to complement
other investigations such as mammography and clinical examination
or for further diagnosis of lesions which persist dubious. In addition,
the US replaces mammography in the study of hyper-dense breasts
(rich of glandular tissue) as in women under 40 years (so-called ‘under-
forty’). In contrast, ultrasound has a low resolving power for the breasts
with a normal distribution of tissues, and it is an operator-dependent
procedure, since special skills are required (as manual dexterity and
spirit of observation); at last it needs a coupling gel between the probe
and the breast to eliminate the refraction effect of air. Sensitivity: 77%;
specificity: 89% [157]. The US, in association with mammography,
improves the diagnostic accuracy by increasing the sensitivity (up to
90%) and specificity (up to 98%).
Computed Tomography (CT/TAC): As for the Mammography, uses
ionising radiations (X-rays) allowing reproducing sections or layers
(tomography) of the patient body and to perform three-dimensional
elaborations [102]. It has few benefits in the diagnosis of breast cancer
because, although it is in tomographic projection, it does not provide
additional meaningful information to the common mammography (RX
planar) increasing only the dose of ionising radiations and the complex-
ity of the acquisition procedure.
Nuclear Medicine (PET): In these investigation tools, all the diagnos-
tic instruments for images that use a radio-pharmaceutical are collected.
The radio-pharmaceuticals are formed by a radio-isotope tracer with
a short half-life, chemically bound to a biologically active molecule,
called ‘vector’, that indicates tissue metabolic activity. After a wait-
ing period, during which the metabolically active molecule (usually
a sugar) reaches a specified concentration inside the organic tissue to
be analysed, the isotope (with short average life) decays, emitting a
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positron. After a path that can reach a maximum of few millimetres,
the positron annihilates with an electron, producing a pair of gamma
photons both of 511 KeV of energy emitted in opposite directions (back
to back photons) [36]. PET provides physiological information, un-
like all other diagnostic tools that provide morphological information
of the anatomical region under examination. The survey instruments
offered by nuclear medicine are often recommended for the purpose
of diagnosing and staging metastases or discover the involved lymph
nodes. The power of radio-tracer, in fact, differentiating the metabolic
activity of the cells, allows reaching a sensitivity of almost 100% and a
specificity of 98% in the evaluation of lymph nodes and in the search
for metastases [272].
Magnetic Resonance (MRI): Based on the physical principles of nu-
clear magnetic resonance, through the use of electromagnetic fields and
radio frequencies, allows generating tomographic images (multi-layer)
of tissues reconstructing a digital volume at three dimensions of the
organ under examination. It is highly suitable for the investigation of
lesions with strong neo-angiogenesis (the ability of a tissue to release
VEGF growth factors that stimulate the proliferation of new blood ves-
sels) and thanks to this prerogative MRI is widely used in the diagnosis
of breast cancer even if it has contraindications related to long (about
40 minutes) capture process causing discomfort at patients for claus-
trophobic, or also other problems such as allergic to contrast media,
pacemaker, ferromagnetic implants and extreme obesity. Sensitivity:
94%-100%; specificity: 75%-89% [27, 129, 130, 157, 197].
Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI),
due to its high sensitivity, has the greatest potential in screening high-risk
women for breast cancer, in staging newly diagnoses patients and in assessing
therapy effects. Some basis of Magnetic Resonance Imaging and dynamic
contrast enhancing by contrast media are presented in the following Sections.
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1.2.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
The principle of nuclear magnetic resonance is based on measurement of the
precession of the spin of protons (or other nuclei with a magnetic moment as
shown in fig.1.3) when they are subjected to a magnetic field. In conventional
MRI the energy acceptor system is represented by hydrogen nucleus (H), the
simplest and the most copious element in the human body, characterised by a
not zero spin quantum number (spin 1/2).
Figure 1.3: Magnetic moment and precession of a proton with spin.
The MRI device consists of a big main magnet capable of generating a
static homogeneous magnetic field (B) whose intensity varies, depending on
the application cases and of quality requirements, from 0.1T in 10T reaching
almost 20T in the experimental applications (The first version of an MRI in
Figure 1.4.
The magnetic fields are generated through the use of:
• Permanent magnets: Have a limited intensity and cannot be turned
off, raising questions about safety and maintenance;
• Resistive electromagnets: Made of copper solenoids with a low con-
structive cost but high cost of use;
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Figure 1.4: Raymond Damadian’s: first ‘Apparatus and method for detecting
cancer in tissue.’ [45]
• Superconducting electromagnets: Are the most common and consist
of a solenoid made of a super-conductive material which, cooled with
helium at a temperature of 4°K to reducing their electrical resistance,
allow a more applicable cost.
Surrounded by the static magnetic field (B) generated by the main magnet,
the spins of the protons inside the tissues tend to be aligned the lines of
force (in parallel or anti-parallel way); because the spins that are aligned in
parallel direction are in greater number, the tissue will possess a light total
magnetisation (M). This alignment is never total, but rather the spins of the
various protons begin to show a precession (fig.1.3) around the direction of
the magnetic field.
This precession movement follows a specific frequency (Larmor fre-
quency), typical of the atoms to be inspected and tuned to the magnetic field.
In the condition of a 1T magnetic field and for the hydrogen atoms, the Larmor
frequency is 42.6 MHz. Therefore, if a rotating magnetic field is applied to
the patient and if it has the same Larmor frequency and sufficient energy it is
possible to rotate the magnetisation of the protons of an arbitrary angle (said
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flip-angle). This rotation of the main magnetisation vector occurs because of
the physical principle of resonance (that naming the imaging technique).
After the impulse, the spins of the protons will gradually tend to return to
their initial alignment along the field (relaxation phenomenon); the trend of the
magnetisation is measured through a receiver coil in the plane perpendicular
to the main magnetic field (this signal is called Free Induction Decay, or FID).
That relaxation occurs with two separate time constants:
T1 indicates the rate at which (how quickly) is reconstructed the mag-
netisation vector along the direction of the main field, and it depends
on the interaction between protons and the surrounding molecules
(spin-lattice relaxation);
T2 indicates the rate at which (how quickly) is destroyed the component
of transverse magnetisation in ideal conditions, and it depends on the
mutual interaction of protons neighbours (spin-spin relaxation).
The generation of images occurs through the repeated acquisition of FID
signals coming from the body and the appropriate modulation using the
gradient coils (Fig. 1.5). Each voxel (Volumetric pixels, equivalent to a pixel
in space in three dimensions) of the image has a frequency and a different
phase respect to all the others, in this way it is possible to separate the signals
coming from a single portion of tissue. The final image is achieved through
instruments and elaborations such as filters in frequency (to highlight one
Larmor frequency and therefore a single slice) and Fourier Transformations
(to decompose the signal in module and phase just coded to represent the
remaining two sizes).
The peculiarity of magnetic resonance imaging, compared to other imag-
ing techniques, is the ability to produce images that reflect different physical
properties depending on the type of acquisition sequence used. The classic
sequences are:
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Figure 1.5: MRI Scanner Gradient Magnets.
Proton Density (PD): estimates the number of H protons in resonance
per unit of the tissue (voxel) directly calculated by the amplitude of the
FID signal;
T1 weighed: higher brightness of the voxel indicates a short T1, typical
of the tissue with a small molecular structure useful to highlights breast
parenchyma or adipose tissue;
T2 weighed: higher brightness of the voxel indicates a long T2 and then
highlights tissues containing water such as, for example, cyst.
Fat-suppression techniques [47, 49, 158] could also be used to suppress
the signal from adipose tissue. It can be applied to both T1 and T2 weighted
sequences and exploits the short relaxation times of fat tissue. Fat suppression
can be achieved in some different ways [47, 49]:
• Difference in resonance frequency with water by means of frequency
selective pulses (CHESS);
• Phase contrast techniques;
• short T1 relaxation time by means of inversion recovery sequences
(STIR technique);
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• Hybrid techniques combining several of these fat suppression approaches
such as SPIR (spectral presaturation with inversion recovery).
Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced MRI
One of the cellular mutations induced by tumours is the ability to generate
new blood vessels with the aim to bring oxygen and nutrient factors to the
tumour cells themselves (fig.1.6); this mutation, called neo-angiogenesis, is
common to all types of cancer and it is supported by growth factors produced
by the tumour cells themselves (VEGF growth factor).
Figure 1.6: Neo-angiogenesis process induced by a malignant lesion.
With the aim of highlight this behaviour, DCE-MRI imaging involves the
use of para-magnetic or super-para-magnetic contrast media which affects
the information of the image, i.e. by altering the magnetic properties of
the sensitive nucleus present in the tissue under examination (altering the
relaxation times T1 and T2). The contrast agents are injected intravenously,
and the most used are:
• Gadolinium (Gd-DTPA), which has the largest number of unpaired
electrons and so the greater degree of para-magnetism;
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• Iron Oxide particles (super-para-magnetic) whose effect is performed
mainly on the T2 relaxation time.
The contrast medium, circulating in the venous system, spreads with
different speed in function of the tissue vascularisation and, just because of
the tumour properties of neo-angiogenesis, allows to highlight the damaged
tissue with respect to the surrounding healthy tissue.
Then, a complete DCE-MRI study consists of MRI images taken before
(pre-contrast series) and after (post-contrast series) an intravenous injection
of a contrast media (such as Gadolinium-based paramagnetic contrast agent).
t1
t2
tT
X
Y
Z
I(x,y,z,t1)
I(x,y,z,t2)
I(x,y,z,tT)
Figure 1.7: Structure of a DCE-MRI. The four dimensions (3 spatial + 1
temporal) of a complete dynamic study.
Experimental studies have shown that the intensity of the signal in time
SI(t) in the case of T1 weighing well approximates the level of concentration
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of contrast medium in time [230]. Studying the evolution of the time of the
FID signal can be obtained a fourth dimension that, fixed a voxels (and then
the 3 remaining dimensions), describes the trend, over time, of the effects of
the contrast medium at that exact point in the tissue under examination (fig.
1.7). This curve is called Time Intensity Curve (TIC) or Enhancement Curve.
A visual diagnosis can be obtained by analysing the trend of the enhance-
ment curve and comparing it to sample curves (fig.1.8) typical of particular
tumour formation or that they approximate the dynamics of the blood flow
typical of neoplastic lesions [131].
Figure 1.8: Guidelines for visual analysis of TIC curves.
The sample curves, shown in the graph, are considered guidelines for the
visual interpretation of TIC and they can be divided [131]:
Type I: corresponds to a straight (Ia) or curved (Ib) line; enhancement
(hence the contrast absorption) continues over the entire dynamic study
[typical of healthy tissue or benign neoplasms];
Type II: a plateau curve with a sharp bend after the initial upstroke
[typical of probably malignant lesions];
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Type III: a washout time course [typical of malignant lesions].
1.3 Analysis of DCE-MRI for Breast Cancer
The common screening programs, based on use of mammography as a primary
method of investigation, strongly suggest the use of ‘double reading’ (repeated
assessment several times by the same radiologist or by different radiologists)
with possible discussion among radiologists or, in the case of divergent
opinions, the opinion of a third radiologist.
The overall assessment of breast cancer using imaging tools is the result
of a process that at first passes through a visual analysis and then through
subjective opinion; so the human error can occur, both in the visual analysis
and in the last stage of subjective opinion.
In 1987 Nodine and Kundel [185], studying the movement of the eyes
of five radiologists during the study of chest x-ray searching for lung cancer
(very similar in morphology to breast cancer), showed that the reading process
is organized and selective, mainly focused on the regions of the image that
the physician considers the most information-rich: eye movement was neither
comprehensive nor systematic and, at the end of the inspection of the image,
some areas have never crossed from the look of the doctor. At the end of the
study, the authors proposed a system of classification of errors divided into
three categories:
Sampling Errors: occur when the lesion does not fall within the field
of view of the radiologist;
Recognition Errors: occur when the lesion is crossed by the look of
the doctor but is not recognised as such;
Decision-Making Errors: occur when a suspicious area is localised,
but misclassified.
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If we consider more complex diagnostic instruments such as DCE-MRI,
object of this thesis, we should add that the search area is not a single two-
dimensional image but a three-dimensional volume containing, for instance,
256 pixels * 128 pixels * 80 pixels for a total of about three million of voxels;
we should also add that the information contained in the dynamic evolution
of the contrast medium is an important decision parameter in the evaluation
of neoplastic lesions.
Nowadays, radiologists make often use of tools that assist in the detection
of cancerous lesions till also to the evaluation of a complete diagnosis [79, 87]:
these instruments are known as Computer-Aided Detection and Diagnosis
(CAD) and, supported by an appropriate and proved medical validity, are
widely used in the analysis of complex medical investigations both for the
extension of data to be taken into account (MRI\TAC\PET) and for an intrinsic
uncertainty of the data due to the scanning process (US).
CAD systems analyse data through strict mathematical patterns, according
to well-defined and deterministic algorithms. This feature allows to remove
the difficulties due to intra-observability and inter-observability, represented
by different valuations of the same region, under the same assumptions,
by the same doctor on different moments, and different evaluations of the
same region by different doctors. Math features behind the deductions (both
in detection phase and in diagnosis phase) let to evaluate sensitivity and
specificity of such instruments in a precise and strict way showing objective
improvement in these parameters [25, 66].
1.3.1 Computer-Aided Detection and Diagnosis
A CAD system, essentially, is composed of a set of waterfall performed
independent stages; implemented steps are congruent to the purposes of the
system that can range from a simple support to the doctor by providing useful
instruments and information, to a more complex automatism for the final
classification of lesions into benignant or malignant.
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The majority of the CAD proposals in literature follows a common
schematic where same preprocessing stages are needed to prepare the data
for the core of the CAD, according to the required final functionality. The
first approach to CAD design was proposed in [35] for automatic masses seg-
mentation and classification in mammography. With some easy adjustments,
DCE-MRI data could be treated with the same approach (Figure 1.9).
Figure 1.9: The first approach to CAD design. The proposal of [35] was
designed for detection and classification of masses in mammography but can
be easily applied to DCE-MRI.
It is worth to note that the last stage of Evaluation is not to be intended
as a CAD step but as a stage where the performances of the whole CAD are
evaluated and considered for further improvements of the CAD itself. There
is no need that all the stages are implemented in order to classify a system
as a CAD; in fact, there are very simple tools that implement only the early
stages of the classification flow, but that provide important and often crucial
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support in the final diagnosis. These support instruments, in the case of the
study of a DCE-MRI breast, can implement: representations into different
projection, three-dimensional reproductions of the scanned volume, temporal
representation of the evolution of the dynamic signal (TIC) of a single Voxel
or of a set of Voxel (average TIC), subtractive images, segmentation by
thresholding, contrast adjustment and interpolation.
Each step of the proposed approach for CAD is now analysed in the
following Subsections.
Digitizing
Instruments of modern diagnostic investigation are mainly electronic devices
that produce a raw data that can be directly subject of the CAD elaboration.
One of the few diagnostic method still on an analogical support is mam-
mography. It is gradually shifting toward digitisation with indications of
modern screening programs [69]. The digital imaging systems require the
use of a standard format such as the DICOM format (Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine). DICOM is a standard for handling, storing,
printing, and transmitting information in medical imaging [180]. DICOM
differs from some, but not all, data formats because it groups information into
data sets. That means that a file of a chest x-ray image, for instance, contains
the patient ID within the file, so that the image can never be separated from
this information by mistake. Generally, a DICOM data object consists of
some attributes, including items such as name, sex, ID, etc., and also one
special attribute containing the image pixel data [20, 172].
We see, in table 1.2 that a large part of the data are related to the patient
and so there is the need to treat it as confidential and sensitive data. The
rest of the data are related to the technical characteristics of the acquisition
process and it is important that a CAD system should consider them.
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PatientID MagneticFieldStrength (T )
PatientName ContrastBolusAgent
PatientSex EchoTime (TE - ms)
PatientBirthDate RepetitionTime (TR - ms)
PatientAge FlipAngle (FA - deg)
PatientWeight PixelSpacing (mm)
PatientReligiousPreference PixelSize (mm2)
AcquisitionDateTime SliceThickness (mm)
ProtocolName BitsStored
Modality HighBit
Manufacturer BitDepth
Rows (px) BitsAllocated
Columns (px) FieldOfView (FoV - mm2)
SeriesDescription AcquisitionTime (TA - s)
Table 1.2: Some of the most important fields of DICOM header for magnetic
resonance images.
Image Preprocessing
This phase includes a set of preliminary elaborations of the image at a low
level with the purpose of improving the quality by reducing noise introduced
into the acquisition step or correcting any artefacts due to patient motion. This
last requirement is critical if the CAD system is developed for diagnostic tools
with a long acquisition time such as the DCE-MRI. The average duration
of an acquisition with the use of contrast media is 40–50 minutes and, even
though the patient is immobilized in special breast-coils [38, 119], that gather
the breast in a more or less rigid way, different artefacts may occur caused
by breathing, by the different consistency of the breast tissues or even by the
involuntary movements of the patient. So it is necessary to expand this stage
by introducing a step of registration (or motion correction) of the sequence
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of volumetric images in order to reduce the effect of these motion artefacts
[238].
Image registration is a process which permits the transformation of the
reference systems of two different images in order to compare them; for
medical images, the registration process permits transforming or aligning
two images collected in two different time instants or produced by different
instruments. There is a large variety of algorithms for achieving image
registration [28, 156].
Image Segmentation
Segmentation is the process of subdivision of an image in distinct Regions of
Interest (ROI — connected sets of voxels) that are homogeneous compared to
a given characteristic [13]. An example of tissue segmentation is presented in
the Figure 1.10.
This stage is the most critical because the precision and quality of the
segmentation results impact in a direct way on the performance of the next
steps; the image segmentation can be achieved at different granularity levels:
• air\breast segmentation;
• parenchyma\adipose\glandular tissue segmentation;
• suspicious masses segmentation (fig. 1.10).
The proposed segmentation techniques can vary from the simplest thresh-
olding segmentation based on signal intensity up to more advanced systems
of segmentation by classification based on pattern recognition techniques and
supervised learning, applied to a set of features.
Feature Extraction and Selection
With the techniques of feature extraction, the objects (regions identified
in the previous phase or individual voxels) are represented by a vector of
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Figure 1.10: A DCE-MRI segmented slice. Two suspicious ROIs have been
automatically detected by means of the CAD system.
parameters (feature) that provides a numerical projection of the features that
are considered appropriate to describe the problem of classification [75, 243].
We can group the features according to the characteristics that they represent.
Five major classes of features have been proposed for classification problems
of neoplastic lesions by means of images (Table 1.3).
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Feature Class Symbol Characterization
Dynamics DYN These features quantify the temporal kinetic of the
signal by direct model-free measures obtained
directly from the time intensity curve (TIC)
[2, 19, 48, 74, 142, 171, 246].
Clinico-Pathologic CLI These features are directly extracted from the
patient records and represent the clinical status
and the pathological condition of the patient
[254].
Morphological GEO With this features are quantified the shape and
structure of the Regions Of Interest (ROIs).
Malignant lesions may have very particular
patterns of shape and specific irregularities on the
borders. They can be intended both in two and in
three dimensions [19, 166, 231, 248].
Textural TXT These features contain a set of measures designed
to evaluate the perceived texture of an image on a
global or local scale. The measures quantify the
variations in the signal intensity, direction or
entropy with the aim of discriminating different
patterns [9, 31, 40, 46, 76, 96, 240].
PharmacoKinetic PBPK According to the Physiological Based
PharmacoKinetics Modelling (PBPK), these
features describe some physiological parameters
(Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, and
Excretion — ADME) of tissues, calculated by
mathematical models
[26, 71, 73, 100, 224, 227, 241, 242].
Table 1.3: Features type classification and description according to five major
classes.
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A detailed list of the feature is contained in the following Tables. In partic-
ular, the Table 1.4 contains the main Dynamic features; the Table 1.5 contains
a list of the main Clinico-Pathologic features; in the Table 1.6 are reported
the main Morpholohical features; Textural features are listed on the Table
1.7; the Table 1.8 reports the main Physiological Based PharmacoKinetics
(PBPK) modelling features.
Feature Name Symbol
Area Under Curve AUC
normalised AUC nAUC
Relative Enhancement RE
Relative Enhancement Slope RES
Maximum of RE ReMax
Basal Signal BS
Time To Peak T T P
Perfusion Index PI
Sum Of intensities Difference SOD
Wash-In Slope WIS
Wash-Out Slope WOS
Signal Enhancement Ratio SER
Initial Enhancement IE
Post-Initial Enhancement PIE
AUC up to T T P AUCT T P
Contrast Enhancement Image CEI
Curve Type CT
Degani Curve Type DCT
Derivative of Signal Intensity dSI
Enhancment E
Enhancement Slope Variance ESvar
Enhancement Standard Deviation Esd
Maximum Intensity Time Ratio MIT R
Percent Enhancment PE
Table 1.4: Dynamic features list.
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Feature Name Symbol
Race (categorical) RACE
Age AGE
Tumour laterality LAT
Number of involved lymph nodes #LN
Positivity to Estrogen-Receptor ERpos
Positivity to Progesterone-Receptor PRpos
Positivity to Hormone-Receptor HER2pos
Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 HR/HER2
pathological Complete Response pCR
Residual Cancer Burden RCB
Parental history (categorical) —
Table 1.5: Clinico-Pathologic features list.
Feature Name Symbol
Area (2D) AREA
Volume (3D) VOL
Radius RAD
Longest Diameter LD
Circularity CIR
Compactness COM
Perimeter (2D) PER
Surface (3D) SURF
Smoothness SMOT H
Roughness ROUGH
Eccentricity ECC
Solidity SOL
Convexity CONV
Table 1.6: Morphological features list.
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Feature Name Symbol
1st order gray-level statistics
— Variance VAR
— Skewness SKEW
— Kurtosis KUR
Gray-Level Co-occurence Matrix (GLCM)
— Energy ENE
— Contrast GLCM_CONT
— Correlation CORR
— Homogeneity HOM
— Variance VAR
— Sum Average SUM
— Entropy ENT
— Dissimilarity DIS
Gray-Level Run-Length Matrix (GLRLM)
— Short Run Emphasis SRE
— Long Run Emphasis LRE
— Grey-Level Nonuniformity GLRLM_GLN
— Run-Length Nonuniformity RLN
— Run Percentage RP
— Low Grey-Level Run Emphasis LGRE
— High Gray-Level Run Emphasis HGRE
— Short Run Low Gray-Level Emphasis SRLGE
— Short Run High Gray-Level Emphasis SRHGE
— Long Run Low Gray-Level Emphasis LRLGE
— Long Run High Gray-Level Emphasis LRHGE
— Gray-Level Variance GLRLM_GLV
— Run-Length Variance RLV
Gray-Level Size Zone Matrix (GLSZM)
— Small Zone Emphasis SZE
— Large Zone Emphasis LZE
— Gray-Level Nonuniformity GLSZM_GLN
— Zone-Size Nonuniformity ZSN
— Zone Percentage ZP
— Low Gray-Level Zone Emphasis LGZE
— High Gray-Level Zone Emphasis HGZE
— Small Zone Low Gray-Level Emphasis SZLGE
— Small Zone High Gray-Level Emphasis SZHGE
— Large Zone Low Gray-Level Emphasis LZLGE
— Large Zone High Gray-Level Emphasis LZHGE
— Gray-Level Variance GLSZM_GLV
— Zone-Size Variance ZSV
Neighbourhood Gray-Tone Difference Matrix (NGTDM)
— Coarseness COA
— Contrast NGT DM_CONT
— Busyness BUSY
— Complexity COMP
— Strength ST RN
Table 1.7: Texural features list.
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Feature Name Symbol
Transfer constant or permeability surface area Ktrans
Efflux rate kep
Extracellular Extra-vascular Space (EES) volume fraction ve
Blood plasma volume fraction vp
Permeability Flux Pf
Capillary Transit Time CT T
Table 1.8: Physiological Based PharmacoKinetics Modelling features list.
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Depending on the classifiers used and on the purpose of the CAD system,
the features can be combined with each other to provide the information
required. Then, among all the candidate features, it is necessary to extract
a small subset obtained through a phase of feature selection [91] in order
to reduce the correlation between the features and remove those that do not
provide decisive information in the classification step. Another aim of feature
selection is to improve the performance of classifiers strongly influenced by
the amount of inputs (Hughes Phenomenon [110], the curse of dimensionality,
over-fitting and computational complexity).
Classification
In this step, the CAD system collects the information provided by the previous
steps and expresses, for each element (voxel or ROI and related features), a
classification by associating to each object a percentage that represents the
affinity of that object in any given class. The final decision is directly taken
according to the affinity with the classes. CAD systems could use different
types of classifiers. In the case of supervised classification techniques, a
training step is required before to be inserted in the operating flow of the
CAD. The training phase aims to tune the parameters of the mathematical
model to the specific problem, trying to maximising the prediction ability and,
especially, the generalisation capability [222].
This stage should be considered on a general level as a stage of clas-
sification for each of the proposal in the CAD. Indeed, the most of our
module proposals in this thesis require a classification stage after a suitable
pre-processing and a feature extraction phase.
There are several approaches to classification, each with its own peculiari-
ties, which make it more or less suitable in specific matters. The theory of
classification states that there is not best classifier, that behaves better than
the others.
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To achieve a complete and fair evaluation, in the classification stage the
contribution of different classification models needs to be taken into account.
Then the following classifier will be applied and compared.
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is a feed-forward artificial neural net-
work model that maps sets of input data onto a set of appropriate outputs
[57]. An MLP consists of multiple layers of nodes in a directed graph,
with each layer fully connected to the next one. Except for the input
nodes, each node is a neuron (or processing element) with a non-linear
activation function [216]. MLP uses a supervised learning technique
called back-propagation for training the network [220, 221].
Decision Tree (DT) is a flow-chart like structure in which internal
node represents a test on an attribute\feature, each branch represents the
outcome of the test and each leaf node represents class label (decision
taken after computing all attributes). A path from the root to a leaf
represents classification rule. This flow-chart is used as a predictive
model in statistics, data mining, and machine learning [212]. Training a
Decision Tree is through greedy algorithms with a process of ‘top-down
induction of decision trees’ (TDIDT) [207].
Naive Bayes (NB) is a classifier based on the application of Bayes’ the-
orem. It requires knowledge of a priori probabilities and the conditional
probabilities related to the problem that, in the case of medical diag-
noses, are not available because of the variability of data (physiological
heterogeneity of patients, morphological heterogeneity of patients and
variety of pathologies) [57, 222].
Support vector machines (SVM) this classifier constructs a hyper-
plane (or set of hyper-planes) in a high-dimensional space, which can
be used for classification tasks. Intuitively, a good separation (binary
thresholding) is achieved by the hyper-plane that has the largest distance
to the nearest training data point of any class [43].
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Random Forest (RF) is an ensemble learning method for classification
that operates by constructing a multitude of decision trees at training
time and outputting the class according to a voting module combining
all the output fed by each tree [24].
Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) is an ensemble learning meta-algorithm
and it can be used in conjunction with many other learning algorithms
to improve their performances [57, 70]. AdaBoost is adaptive: it means
that subsequent classifiers built are tweaked in favour of those instances
misclassified by previous classifiers. AdaBoost is sensitive to noisy
data and outliers [222].
All the classifier are implemented in Java using Weka [265] and LibSVM
[33] (where needed).
More details about the evaluation of each proposal in the CAD will be
given in the result Section 4.2.
Evaluation
This step should not be intended as a CAD step but as a stage where the
performances of the whole CAD are evaluated and considered for further
improvements of the CAD itself.
The results of the classification are taken into account with the aim of
evaluating the final performance of whole diagnosis\detection system. For
this purpose, in the design phase of the CAD, the so-called ‘gold-standard’
or ‘ground-truth’ is taken into account. The ground-truth, regardless of the
aim of the system, represents the objective function of an optimisation and
reducing errors process. For segmentation and\or classification of tumour
lesions, the gold standard is achieved from the medical reports provided by
expert radiologists. They consist of segmented ROIs, histopathologic reports
and final diagnosis.
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Ground Truth
Segmented ROI TP
FP
FN
TN
Figure 1.11: Overlap of a Segmented ROI mask with the ground-truth (for
the 2D case).
According to the illustration in Figure 1.11 the following definitions are
possible:
True Positive (TP) the number of elements belonging to the Positive
class, classified by the system as belonging to the Positive class;
True Negative (TN) the number of elements belonging to the Negative
class, classified by the system as belonging to the Negative class;
False Positive (FP) the number of elements belonging to the Negative
class, classified by the system as belonging to the Positive class;
False Negative (FN) the number of elements belonging to the Positive
class, classified by the system as belonging to the Negative class.
In the detection of neoplastic lesions, the most severe case is represented
by the false negatives. This misclassification causes a delay in the diagnosis
and so in the treatment of the disease and it can irremediably compromise
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the patient’s health. Instead, the false positives are tolerated (if not excessive
in numbers) because they make to start the diagnostic investigation in the
same way as true positives do; further clinical examinations will ensure (or
exclude) the pathology identified from CAD.
More details about the evaluation of each proposal in the CAD will be
given in the result Section 4.2.
1.3.2 Therapy planning
The result of a CAD is a complete diagnosis about the aggressiveness of
lesions. For each patient with a malignant lesion, the best treatment has to
be planned according to the disease staging and the patient clinical status.
The treatment consists, in the most of the case, in surgery to remove the
malignant lesion and to stop the spread of the disease in other locations and
tissues. Different kinds of approaches are possible. The more invasive surgery
type is the Mastectomy, where the whole breast (both the breasts, in more
extreme cases) is removed to totally prevent the spread of the disease; for
aesthetic purpose only, it is also possible to reconstruct the breast with plastic
surgery. A more conservative approach is the Quadrantectomy, where a whole
quadrant of the breast is removed. Skin also needs to be removed with some
evident aesthetic consequence on the breast shape. The aim of surgery on a
big area of the breast is to remove some malignant lesions that have not been
well detected in the neighbour of the main lesion and to reduce any chances
of recurrence. When the cancer is small and well confined, more localise
surgery is possible. A Lumpectomy consists in the removing of cancerous
tissues and all the close neighbourhood. The removed tissues are analysed to
verify that the cancerous cells have been totally removed and the borders of
the remains are all sane.
To increase the chances of success of all this kind of surgery, a pre-
surgery treatment is possible. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy may be used to
shrink cancer before surgery and to provide immediate systemic (full-body)
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anticancer effects. The effect of this pre-surgery treatment can range from a
complete disappearance of detectable cancer to a failure in the neoadjuvant
effect. Some CAD or specific techniques (discussed in the next chapter)
provide a forecasting of the treatment response for each patient.
The goal of all chemotherapy regimens is to prevent or arrest the systemic
spread of disease. Neoadjuvant or preoperative chemotherapy is increasingly
used for the treatment of locally advanced breast cancer and enables more
breast-conserving surgeries to be performed by shrinking larger tumours
[22, 67, 111, 128]. It would be convenient to determine those subjects who
are likely to not respond to the treatment so that a modification may be
applied as soon as possible, relieving them from potentially unnecessary or
toxic treatments. Pathology measurements of residual disease in the breast
and the number of positive lymph nodes at the time of surgery are established
predictors of patient survival after neoadjuvant chemotherapy [22, 29, 67,
128], but are determined after completion of treatment and cannot be used
as early indicators to improve treatment planning. Identifying surrogates
that can predict outcome to therapy earlier or more accurately than current
methods would be valuable to tailor treatments to individual patients.
2
Literature Review
In this chapter, a systematic literature review is performed, focusing on the
analysis of breast cancer through Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI). In particular, the review has been addressed
for each different step: pre-processing, lesion detection, lesion classification
and therapy assessment. Each work has been categorised according to the
proposed theoretical approach and the used pattern recognition technique.
The research has been performed by means of the following database:
PubMed (US National Library of Medicine, http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed),
Scopus (Elsevier, http://scopus.com), Web of Science (Thomson Reuters, http:
//apps.webofknowledge.com), and Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.it).
The search criteria used to find related works are a combination of the terms
in Table 2.1.
The search string is, then, created by selecting a searching term from each
column of the table to satisfy the Clinical Domain and the Diagnostic Test
constraints and to search the required Specific Task by using one (or more
of them) of the words in the last column. Furthermore, all reference lists of
the obtained papers were examined for studies not indexed in the electronic
databases.
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Clinical Domain Diagnostic Test Specific Task
Breast Cancer Contrast Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Image Breast Segmentation
Breast Lesion ce-MRI Pectoralis Muscle
Breast Tumour Contast Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Chest-Wall Detection
ce-MR Whole-Breast Segmentation
Dynamic Contrast Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging Registration
Dynamic Contrast Enhanced MRI CoRegistration
DCE-MRI Motion Correction
Similarity Measure
Quality Index
Quality Assessment
Image Registration
Lesion Detection
Lesion Localization
Lesion Segmentation
Computer-Aided Detection
Classification of Curves
Lesion Classification
Therapy Assessment
Response
Recurrence
Disease-Free
Computer-Aided Diagnosis
CAD
Table 2.1: Search criteria for the literature review. The search string is a
combination of terms from each column to satisfy the Clinical Domain, the
Diagnostic Test and the Specific Task required.
When needed, the publications will be indicated with the surname of the
first author and the year of publication.
By plotting the number of works with respect to the time (Figure 2.1),
is evident that in the last two decades, the breast cancer analysis through
DCE-MRI has been treated by many authors and there is a growing interest
of the scientific community about these topics.
It has been recognised that this problem can be addressed in a pattern
recognition framework with the use of suitable features and classifiers. This
has prompted, increasingly, the use of semi-automatic or fully automatic sys-
tems to facilitate the study of DCE-MRI and support the work of radiologists.
In particular, it is possible to analyse the articles according to the per-
formed task: whole breast segmentation (we will refer to that task as ‘breast
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Figure 2.1: Interest of the scientific community. This figure shows the
increasing number of articles involving computer-aided breast DCE-MRI
analysis versus time. The interest of the scientific community is pretty evident.
mask extraction’); motion correction or image registration; lesion detection;
lesion classification; Therapy assessment. Figure 2.2 shows the interest of the
analysed literature regarding these CAD tasks.
2.1 Pre-processing
According to the methodologies proposed in this thesis, in the pre-processing
phase both the segmentation of the whole breast tissues and the motion
correction (also known as co-registration) are included. Then, all the literature
proposals about breast segmentation and all the motion correction techniques
(or approaches) have been analysed. In addition to the problem of motion
correction, it was also analysed the state of the art about techniques for
evaluating the results of a co-registration.
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Figure 2.2: Pie-chart of the CAD tasks. This image shows the distribution
of the analysed scientific community with respect to each task treated in this
thesis.
2.1.1 Breast Mask
The breast mask extraction procedure lies in 3D image segmentation field.
The so far published approaches can be completely categorised by using the
following classes: Pixel-based, Atlas-based and Geometrical-based.
Pixel-based approaches: A voxel-by-voxel decision, mainly based
on signal intensity. Most of this algorithms, in general, starts from
an image thresholding to convert the grey-level image to a binary one
[215, 252]. Then, some refinements (morphological or more complex
operations) are required to improve the final mask [8, 257, 258]. They
are easy to implement and do not require any prior information on
patient’s data but usually produces not very accurate masks.
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Atlas-based approaches: Based on a direct comparison between the
images (or the volumes) to be segmented and items from an anatomical
atlas [68, 88, 90, 188, 251]. They can be used to segment the whole
breast or just some anatomical structures [89, 146]. In general, this
kind of approaches is very efficient when applied to a heterogeneous set
of volumes, but it requires an atlas well representative of the population
and of the used acquisition protocol, limiting their application and
portability.
Geometrical-based approaches: Starting from a pixel-based segmen-
tation, these approaches refine the mask by means of geometrical con-
siderations (such as matching a deformable model to an image through
energy minimization). Exploiting the geometrical considerations, they
can obtain a breast mask that follows anatomical and physiological
characteristics [78, 100, 148, 151, 174, 267]. They inherit advantages
and disadvantages from the pixel-based approaches, usually providing
more accurate mask at the cost of a heavier computational and design
effort for the geometrical characterization of the human anatomy.
Some relevant approaches for breast mask extraction have been taken into
account in this thesis. Vignati et al. [252] propose a pixel-based segmentation
approach based on an Otsu’s thresholding and morphological refinements
post-processing. The obtained breast mask is often over-segmented but
always cover the whole breast parenchyma. Goshal et al. [84] face with
MRI segmentation by using a more sophisticated pixel-based technique based
on a marker-controlled watershed algorithm. As regards the atlas-based
techniques, a common criticism of these approaches is that, due to the wide
anatomical variability, a limited atlas cannot, usually, correctly segment all
types of breast shapes. For this reason, Fooladivanda et al. [68] implement an
atlas-based segmentation only for the pectoral muscle, while use a pixel-based
approach to detect the breast-air edge. As stated above, geometrical-based
approaches try to spot the chest wall basing on geometrical constraints to
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force the pectoral muscle segmentation to follow anatomical shapes. With this
aim, Lu et al. [151] apply active contour refinements to a roughly extracted
pectoral muscle mask and segment the breast by mix obtained results with
those obtained by a pixel-based breast-air segmentation. A notable approach
was proposed by Wu at al. [267], that uses geometrical considerations to
refine the breast-pectoral muscle edge previously located by means of a Canny
edge detector. This technique is one of the most effective so far proposed but
fails in segmenting lesions lying on the pectoral muscle, since they confuse
the edge detector.
In the Table 2.2 have been summarised all the so far approaches.
Papers ApproachesPixel-based Atlas-based Geometrical-based
Alshanbari2015 [8] •
Baluwala2015 [14] •
Fooladivanda2014 [68] •
Giannini2010 [78] •
Gong2008 [82] •
Gubern-Merida2015j [88] •
Gubern-Merida2012 [89] •
Gubern-Merida2015 [90] •
Hayton1997 [100] •
Kannan2011 [120] •
Liang2015 [146] •
Lin2013 [148] •
Lu2006 [151] •
Mustra2009 [174] •
Ortiz2012 [188] •
Rosado-Toro2015 [215] •
Vignati2009 [251] •
Vignati2011 [252] •
Wang2011 [257] •
Wang2012 [258] •
Wu2013 [267] •
Table 2.2: Literature analysis of breast-masking approaches.
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2.1.2 Motion Correction
As important pre-processing step, a co-registration is required to improve the
next stage results. Therefore, a literature review about the motion correction
techniques is performed. In addition, different approaches to the evaluation
of motion correction results are also analysed.
Motion Correction Techniques
Motion correction techniques (MCTs) can be categorised on the basis of the
type of transformation used to register two images (or volumes). Rigid MCTs
exploit affine transformations in order to preserve points, lines, and planes.
Limited to the context of breast DCE-MRI, only a few works make use of
MCT based on affine transformations [124, 278]. However, these former
MCTs might not model adequately the deformation of soft breast parenchyma.
Consequently, a ‘non-rigid’ MCT such as a Free-Form Deformation (FFD)
transformations have been used [82, 103, 108, 109, 121, 145, 151, 162, 195,
211, 213, 214, 229, 252, 256].
In the literature, it is possible to find software that provide a complete
and fully functional images registration toolbox. These software offer several
approaches to motion correction, they support different modalities and are
highly customisable making them suitable for several contexts. Thanks to
their versatility are widely used in the medical context [122, 127, 176, 219].
With the aim to obtain better results, some MCTs introduce elasticity
property and non compressibility constraints. These properties are specific
of the tissue and lead to a better non-linear co-registration [109, 211, 229].
Moreover, a simulation of soft tissue biomechanics jointly with a pose es-
timation, improves the precision of the applied FFD transformations [59–
61, 95, 104, 106, 116, 170].
Pharmacokinetics approaches could also be used jointly with the MCT.
In some cases the time behaviour of the contrast agent helps the motion
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correction estimation; in other instances, instead, it is also used to provide a
tissue segmentation [103, 108, 100].
Finally, co-registration is frequently used to combine different modality
with the aim of exploit information from other studies. In breast DCE-
MRI it is usual to perform the co-registration with PET or CT [270, 55],
DWI-MRI [169, 92] and mammography (where a free-form deformation
is needed to simulate the breast compression in the mammography device)
[108, 109, 170, 137].
Even if the need of a motion correction has been widely proved, the
majority of the works do not apply any co-registration or motion correction
approach. Only 25% of the so far examined literature uses an affine or a FFD
MCT to improve the results of DCE-MRI data elaboration (see Table 2.3). It
is worth to note that most of the contributions with a MCT has been found in
the more recent works.
MCT type # of articles % of the literature
None 42 75.0%
Rigid or Affine 4 7.1%
Free-Form Deformation 10 17.9%
Table 2.3: Distribution of MCTs in the literature works.
Table 2.4 summarises all the used approaches in breast analysis by means
of DCE-MRI.
Quality Indexes
The simplest and most widely used full-reference quality indexes are the mean
squared error (MSE) [132, 239] and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
[262]. They are computed by averaging the squared intensity differences of
distorted and reference image pixels. These are appealing because they are
simple to calculate, have clear physical meanings, and are mathematically
convenient in the context of optimisation. However, they are not very well
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Papers Approach
Gong2008 [82] FFD
Hayton1997 [100] FFD
Hill2006 [103] FFD
Hopp2012 [108] FFD
Hopp2013 [109] FFD
Kim2011 [121] FFD
Klein2010 [122] Toolbox
Krishnan1999 [124] Rigid
Kroon2009 [127] Toolbox
Li2009 [145] FFD
Lu2006 [151] FFD
Martel2007 [162] FFD
Myronenko2010 [176] Toolbox
Periaswamy2003 [195] FFD
Rohlfing2003 [211] FFD
Roozgard2012 [213] FFD
Roozgard2015 [214] FFD
Rueckert1999 [219] Toolbox
Schnabel2001 [229] FFD
Vignati2011 [252] FFD
Wang2005 [256] FFD
Zuo1996 [278] Affine
Table 2.4: Motion Correction Techniques literature review.
matched to perceived visual quality. Moreover, these quality indexes rely
on the assumption that the intensities of two images are linearly correlated,
which is, in general, not satisfied in the case of multi-modality registration or
contrast enhanced medical images.
To overcome these problems, other similarity measures have been pro-
posed such as entropy (E) [234], normalize correlation (nC) [193, 209, 233],
mutual information (MI) [42, 149, 154, 205, 233, 235, 253, 264] and nor-
malized mutual information (nMI) [210, 211, 236]. In the medical context,
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the last two measures are the most used for well handling the multi-modal
co-registration or the motion correction with contrast-enhanced images.
In this thesis, a model-based quality index has been proposed. The Phys-
iologically Based Pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models have been used as the
underlying mathematical concept. To the best of our knowledge, no work
about similarity measure, which overcomes the contrast-agent effects by
considering PBPK modelling, has been published.
2.2 Lesion Detection
Lesion detection is the basis of an automated computer-aided diagnosis tech-
nique for the tumour classification in breast DCE-MRI. The next stages, such
as tumour classification according to his malignity and the therapy assessment,
highly depend on the results of this stage. The more are well detected the
lesions the better will be the results of the next stages.
The task has been addressed in several ways. Some works propose a
semi-automatic segmentation where a human operator provides a very rough
segmentation such as a 2D square or a 3D cuboid. Then an automatic refine-
ment improves the lesion detection using the rough segmentation as a starting
point for a more precise final segmentation [168, 231, 238, 259].
The most used descriptors for the lesion segmentation task are the dynamic
features (DYN) (already presented in Section 1.3.1).
Since the rough segmentation helps to focus the detection method on a
very specific region, the segmentation approaches are very basic. The most
of the semi-automatic methods start from very simple dynamic features such
as signal intensity or close derivative features such as image differences,
ratio or enhancement patterns. So far proposed segmentation methods for
semi-automatic approaches are simple binary thresholding [139, 141, 231],
or more complex methods such as Fuzzy C-Mean [19, 30, 34, 177, 178] or
Graph-Cut [275, 276].
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To achieve an automatic lesions segmentation more complex approaches
are needed. Moreover, beside of the dynamic features, more specific features
are used to accomplish the task automatically (also presented in Section
1.3.1).
Many approaches make use of dynamic features (DYN) [6, 13, 19, 30,
34, 64, 74, 81, 90, 114, 138, 139, 141, 165, 168, 173, 177, 178, 231, 238,
246, 248, 251, 252, 259, 260, 275, 276]; very few works make use of geo-
metrical/morphological features (GEO) [139], textural features (TEX) [98] or
pharmacokinetic features (PBPK) [152, 268]. This last two kind of features
are mainly used in tumour classification.
The approaches to segmentation and lesion detection can be categorised
according to the following division: filtering-based, morphological-based,
unsupervised model-based and supervised model-based. In the filtering-
based approaches a simple threshold is applied [13, 152, 231, 248, 251, 252].
The morphological-based segmentations make use of geometric based iter-
ative algorithms such as Region Growing [139, 141, 168, 259], Graph-Cut
[165, 275, 276] or Active Contours [6, 30]. Usually, they are manually ini-
tialised [168, 259, 275, 276]. However, to achieve an automatic segmentation,
the seed or the initial region could be directly calculated from an automati-
cally extracted rough segmentation (a filter-based approach [139, 141] or a
model-based segmentation [6]). Finally, the model-based approaches could
be classified in unsupervised and supervised methods. In the unsupervised
methods lie the clustering algorithms such as k-Means [173], Vector Quanti-
zation (VQ) [141], Mean Shift [165], Density Based Clustering (DBC) [81]
or Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) [19, 30, 34, 114, 138, 177, 178]. The majority
of works makes use of supervised model-based methods such as Maximum
Likelihood (ML) [238], Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) [238, 268], Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [246], Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [74], Cel-
lular Neural Network (CNN) [64], AdaBoost [90], Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [98, 246, 260] and Hidden Markov Random Field (HMRF) [268].
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To further improving the final lesion detection result, the segmented
regions could be enhanced by means of morphological refinements [13, 34,
248].
A complete report of the works considered for this literature review is in
Table 2.5.
The Figures 2.3 show the distribution of the features and the approaches
in the analysed literature.
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Papers Fully MCT Feature Set ApproachAutom.
Agner2009† [6] • DYN MODEL, MORPH
Arbach2004† [13] • DYN FILT
Bhooshan2010† [19] DYN MODEL
Cai2014† [30] DYN MODEL, MORPH
Chen2006† [34] DYN MODEL
Ertas2008 [64] • DYN MODEL
Fusco2012† [74] • DYN MODEL
Glaßer2013† [81] • DYN MODEL
Gubern-Merida2015 [90] • F DYN MODEL
Hassanien2012 [98] • TEX MODEL
Jayender2014† [114] • DYN MODEL
Lee2008† [139] • DYN, GEO FILT, MORPH
Lee2010† [138] • R DYN MODEL
Leinsinger2006† [141] DYN FILT, MORPH
Lucht2002† [152] • F PBPK FILT
McClymont2014 [165] • F DYN MODEL, MORPH
Meinel2007† [168] DYN MORPH
Moftah2014 [173] • DYN MODEL
Nagarajan2013j† [177] • DYN MODEL
Nagarajan2013† [178] DYN MODEL
Sinha1997† [231] DYN FILT
Tanner2006† [238] F DYN MODEL
Twellmann2008 [247] • DYN MODEL
Tzacheva2003† [248] • DYN FILT
Vignati2009 [251] • F DYN FILT
Vignati2011 [252] • F DYN FILT
Wang2013 [260] • R DYN MODEL
Wang2014† [259] DYN MORPH
Xiaohua2005 [268] • F PBPK MODEL
Zheng2007† [275] DYN MORPH
Zheng2009† [276] DYN MORPH
Table 2.5: Lesion Detection literature review. For each work is reported
the used feature set and the approach category according to the proposed
classification of the literature review. MODEL: model-based; FILT: filtering-
based; MORPH: morphological-based. Moreover, the presence of a human
initialised approach or a fully automated approach for lesion segmentation
is highlighted. Finally, for each work, the table reports the typology of the
used Motion Correction Technique (MTC) when applicable. R: Rigid; F
Free-Form Deformation. † indicates a work where lesion detection is part of
a wider computer-aided system such as a lesion classification method.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3: Pie-charts of the used features (a) and the proposed approaches
(b) for the Lesion Detection task in the analysed literature works.
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2.3 Tumour Diagnosis
The most of the computer-aided approaches aim to lesion classification. Some
of them include an automatic or semi-automatic tumour detection as a basis
for the final stage of classification (e.g. in Tab. 2.5, the works with ∗ include
lesion detection as well lesion segmentation). Anyway, the starting point of
a tumour characterization stage is one or more regions of interest (ROIs),
and the output of this module is a binary classification into a benignant or
malignant lesion. Some works provide a more precise categorization of the
malignant lesions including the classification of different kind of tumours.
Beside of the dynamic features, more complex features are used to ac-
complish the ROIs classification task (all the features are presented in Section
1.3.1). The most used descriptors for tumour classification still remain are
the dynamic features (DYN) [1, 2, 6, 5, 19, 30, 34, 65, 74, 80, 81, 131,
138–143, 152, 153, 167, 168, 179, 181, 231, 237, 238, 247, 248, 250, 254,
259, 271, 275, 276]. The runner up features are the textural (TXT) ones
[5, 6, 19, 30, 98, 118, 138, 164, 166, 168, 177, 178, 181, 225, 226, 231,
248, 249, 259, 266, 275, 276]. Then, geometrical features (GEO) help to
distinguish between malignant and benignant lesions [5, 6, 19, 30, 74, 80,
81, 107, 139, 166, 168, 181, 226, 231, 238, 248, 254, 259]. Finally, PBPK,
even if computational heavy, are used to better describe the tissues [152, 181].
The clinico-pathologic features (CLI) are always used along with the other
descriptors [81, 254].
To accomplish the binary ROIs classification into a malignant or benignant
lesion, different classifiers have been proposed. The most used approach to
classification is the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [1, 2, 13, 152, 153, 164,
165, 168, 181, 225, 237, 250, 254, 266]. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
always provides best results when compared with other approaches [5, 6,
30, 118, 140, 138, 142, 143, 179, 177, 178, 226, 247]. Moreover, Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is also used for the classification task [19, 80,
107, 231, 249, 275, 276]. Other classifiers have been used such as Bayesian
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Classifier (BC) [19, 74, 248, 271], Decision Trees (DT) [74, 81], k-Nearest
Neighbours (kNN) [164, 177] and binary Logistic Regression (LR) [238, 259].
Unsupervised approaches have also been tested, such as Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM)
[34, 247], Vector Quantisation (VQ) [141] and Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) [65]. Finally, more simple approaches by thresholding have been used
[131, 139, 167].
Besides classical machine learning techniques, some preliminary deep
learning approaches (DEEP) to the lesion diagnostic tasks have been proposed.
At the moment, the only ones to apply these techniques in a CAD to DCE-MRI
images for cancer diagnosis are Antropova et al [12]. The authors propose
to extract slices from DCE-MRI segmented lesions to feed AlexNet [126],
a pre-trained Deep Convolutional-Neural-Network (DeepCNN). The output
from the last internal layer provides 4096 features used to train a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) on the malignant/benignant classification task.
A complete report of the works considered for this literature review is in
Tables 2.6 and 2.7.
The Figures 2.4 show the distribution of the features and the approaches
in the analysed literature.
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Papers MCT Feature set Classifier
Abdolmaleki1997 [1] DYN MLP
Abdolmaleki2001 [2] DYN MLP
Agner2009 [6] DYN, TXT, GEO SVM
Agner2011 [5] DYN, TXT, GEO SVM
Antropova2016 [12] DEEP SVM
Arbach2004 [13] GEO MLP
Bhooshan2010 [19] DYN, TXT, GEO LDA, BC
Cai2014 [30] DYN, TXT, GEO SVM
Chen2006 [34] DYN FCM
Eyal2009 [65] DYN PCA
Fusco2012 [74] DYN, GEO DT, BC
Gilhuijs1998 [80] DYN, GEO LDA
Glaßer2013 [81] DYN, GEO, CLI DT
Honda2016 [107] DYN, GEO QDA
Juntu2010 [118] TXT SVM
Kuhl1999 [131] DYN Threshold
Lee2008 [139] R DYN Threshold
Lee2009 [140] DYN SVM
Lee2010 [138] R DYN, TXT SVM
Leinsinger2006 [141] DYN VQ
Levman2008 [142] F DYN SVM
Levman2010 [143] F DYN SVM
Lucht2001 [153] DYN MLP
Lucht2002 [152] F DYN, PBPK MLP
Table 2.6: Tumour Diagnosis literature review (1/2). For each work the used
feature set and the approach category according to the proposed classification
of the literature review are reported. Moreover, for each work, the table also
reports the typology of the used Motion Correction Technique (MTC) when
applicable. R: Rigid MCT; F Free-Form Deformation MCT.
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Papers MCT Feature set Classifier
Mayerhoefer2008 [164] TEX k-NN, MLP
McLaren2009 [166] TEX, GEO MLP
Meeuwis2010 [167] DYN Threshold
Meinel2007 [168] DYN, TXT, GEO MLP
Nagarajan2013j [177] TEX k-NN, SVM
Nagarajan2013 [178] TEX SVM
Navaei-Lavasani2015 [179] F DYN SVM
Newell2010 [181] DYN, TXT, GEO, PBPK MLP
Sathya2013 [225] TEX MLP
Sathya2013j [226] TEX, GEO SVM
Sinha1997 [231] DYN, TXT, GEO LDA
Szabo2004 [237] F DYN MLP
Tanner2006 [238] F DYN, GEO LOG.REG.
Twellmann2008 [247] DYN FCM, SVM
Tzacheva2003 [248] DYN, TXT, GEO BC
Tzalavra2016 [249] TEX LDA
Vergnaghi2001 [250] DYN MLP
Vomweg2003 [254] DYN, GEO, CLI MLP
Wang2014 [259] DYN, TXT, GEO, PBPK LOG.REG.
Woods2007 [266] TEX MLP
Yang2014 [271] R DYN BC
Zheng2007 [275] DYN, TXT LDA
Zheng2009 [276] DYN, TXT LDA
Table 2.7: Tumour Diagnosis literature review (2/2). For each work the used
feature set and the approach category according to the proposed classification
of the literature review are reported. Moreover, for each work, the table also
reports the typology of the used Motion Correction Technique (MTC) when
applicable. R: Rigid MCT; F Free-Form Deformation MCT.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.4: Pie-charts of the used features (a) and the proposed approach (b)
for the Tumour Diagnosis task in the analysed literature works.
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2.4 Therapy Assessment
After a malignant breast cancer detection, therapy should be applied. For
women with operable breast cancer, neoadjuvant chemotherapy (chemother-
apy before surgery) may be used to shrink cancer before surgery and to
provide immediate systemic (full-body) anticancer effects.
Some women who receive neoadjuvant chemotherapy will experience a
complete disappearance of detectable cancer (a complete response). In these
women, the risk of cancer recurrence following breast-conserving surgery has
not been well defined. Women who undergo breast-conserving surgery after
a complete response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy have a low risk of local
or regional cancer recurrence (cancer recurrence in the area of the breast)
[77, 97].
To assess the risk of local or regional cancer recurrence, researchers con-
ducted several studies on the statistical connection between the kind of surgery
and the recurrence of the tumour. Women underwent segmental Mastectomy
(a type of breast-conserving surgery), Quadrantectomy or Lumpectomy, have
a low risk of local or regional cancer recurrence. Most of the results con-
clude that risk of local or regional cancer recurrence is low among women
who undergo breast-conserving surgery following a complete response to
neoadjuvant chemotherapy [192].
For this reason most of the works about therapy assessment focus on the
prediction of the pathological Complete Response (pCR) [115, 56, 3, 203].
In this thesis, the therapy assessment module has the disease-free recur-
rence prediction as the final goal. For each patient, a binary result about the
recurrence of the primary tumour is produced.
To accomplish this kind of prediction, most of the literature proposals rely
on dynamic (DYN) [37, 63, 112, 113, 144, 204, 202, 206, 245] or morpho-
logical (GEO) features [63, 117, 144, 183, 191, 204, 202, 206]. As dynamic
features, percent enhancement (PE) and signal enhancement ratio (SER) have
received particular attention for having a close relationship with the commonly
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analysed pharmacokinetic parameter: the redistribution rate constant (ke p).
Within the morphological features (GEO), functional tumour volume (FTV),
computed by voxels counting using enhancement thresholds, and change
from baseline (∆FTV) was often used. More accurate techniques make use of
clinicopathologic (CLI) information [37, 63, 204] and Physiologically Based
Pharmacokinetic features (PBPK) [63, 204].
A complete report of the works considered for this literature review is in
Table 2.8.
Papers Feature set
Choi2016 [37] DYN, CLI
El-nasr2016 [63] DYN, GEO, CLI, PBPK
Hylton2016 [112] GEO
Jafri2014 [113] DYN
Jones2013 [117] GEO
Li2008 [144] DYN, GEO
Newitt2011 [183] GEO
Partridge2005 [191] GEO
Pickles2009 [204] DYN, GEO, CLI, PBPK
Pickles2016 [202] DYN, TEX, GEO
Preda2006 [206] DYN, GEO
Tuncbilek2012 [245] DYN
Table 2.8: Literature analysis of therapy assessment approaches for recurrence
prediction.
The Figure 2.5 shows the distribution of the features in the analysed
literature.
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Figure 2.5: Pie-chart of the features used for the Therapy Assessment in the
analysed literature works.
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2.5 Datasets
The biomedical domain strongly relies on the data availability. Many specific
fields suffer from lack of public data, and many researchers are able to pro-
duce reliable publication only because of private collaborations with medical
structures.
Some causes of this lack of data could be found in the presence of personal
information in the medical records and into the patient’s data (mostly in the
presence of tumour findings). Another possible cause of this non-disclosure
of information could be connected to the frenetic activity of a very practical
environment such as clinics and medical environments. The production of
reliable and well-structured public data for research purposes requires much
effort and much time not always available to physicians or radiologists.
A total of 145 papers has been analysed to produce a reliable literature
review of the topics of that thesis. For each paper, all the information about
the dataset (where available) have been extracted and structured in Table 2.9.
Subsequently, some observations have been carried out from the table.
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Papers Type of # PatientsImages
Abdolmaleki1997 [1] T1 156
Abdolmaleki2001 [2] T1/T2 120
Agner2009 [6] T1 41†
Alshanbari2015 [8] T1 20
Arbach2004 [13] T1/T2 20
Baluwala2015 [14] T1 50
Cai2014 [30] T1 234
Chen2006 [34] T1 121
Choi2016 [37] T1 602
El-nasr2016 [63] T1 60
Ertas2008 [64] T1 19
Eyal2009 [65] T1 65
Fooladivanda2014 [68] T1 60
Fusco2012 [74] T1 38
Giannini2010 [78] T1 31
Gilhuijs1998 [80] T1 27
Glaßer2013 [81] T1 50
Gong2008 [82] T1 40
Gubern-Merida2012 [89] T1 27†
Gubern-Merida2015 [90] T1 126
Honda2016 [107] T1 fat-sup. 90
Hopp2012 [108] T1 11
Hopp2013 [109] T1 78
Jafri2014 [113] T1 fat-sup. 64
Jayender2014 [114] T1 24
Juntu2010 [118] T1 135
Kuhl1999 [131] T1 205
Lee2008 [139] T1 24
Lee2009 [140] T1 20
Lee2010 [138] T1 171
Leinsinger2006 [141] T1 88
Levman2008 [142] T1 94
Levman2010 [143] T1 259
Li2009 [145] T1 1
Lin2013 [148] T1 31
Lu2006 [151] T1 33
Lucht2001 [153] T1 264
Lucht2002 [152] T1 15
Table 2.9: Private datasets size for each work (1/2). The type of images
composing the dataset and the presence of fat-suppression is reported. † These
datasets are used in more than one work from the same authors group. In
these cases only the more recent is reported.
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Papers Type of # PatientsImages
Martel2007 [162] T1 3
Mayerhoefer2008 [164] T1/T2 58
McClymont2014 [165] T1 128
McLaren2009 [166] T1 71
Meeuwis2010 [167] T1 65
Meinel2007 [168] T1 80
Nagarajan2013 [178] T1 54
Newell2010 [181] T1 90
Ortiz2012 [188] T1 500
Partridge2005 [191] T1 62
Pickles2009 [204] T1 fat-sup. 54
Pickles2016 [202] T1 fat-sup. 112
Preda2006 [206] T1 fat-sup. 93
Rohlfing2003 [211] T1 fat-sup. 17
Rosado-Toro2015 [215] T2 14
Rueckert1999 [219] T1 8
Sathya2013 [225] T1 fat-sup. 85
Sinha1997 [231] T1 43
Szabo2004 [237] T1 10
Tanner2006 [238] T1 44
Tuncbilek2012 [245] T1 55
Twellmann2004 [246] T1 6
Twellmann2008 [247] T1 81
Tzacheva2003 [248] T1 14
Tzalavra2016 [249] T1 44
Vergnaghi2001 [250] T1 74
Vignati2009 [251] T1 fat-sup. 21
Vignati2011 [252] T1 fat-sup. 70
Wang2011 [257] T1/T2 30
Wang2012 [258] T1/T2 84
Wang2013 [260] T1/T2 4
Wang2014 [259] T1 99
Woods2007 [266] T1 6
Wu2013 [267] T1 60
Xiaohua2005 [268] T1 15
Yang2014 [271] T1 130
Zheng2007 [275] T2 fat-sup. 31
Zheng2009 [276] T2 fat-sup. 36
Table 2.10: Private datasets size for each work (2/2). The type of images
composing the dataset and the presence of fat-suppression is reported. † These
datasets are used in more than one work from the same authors group. In
these cases only the more recent is reported.
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Some public datasets are available for the research purposes. A list of the
freely accessible DCE-MRI for breast cancer analysis is reported in Table
2.11.
Name # Patients # Works Ground-Truth
ISPY1 1 207 N/A pCR, DFS, Recur., ER, PR, HER2
BREAST-DIAGNOSIS 2 88 N/A ER, PR, HER2
QIN Breast DCE-MRI 3 10 N/A pCR
QIN-Breast 4 67 27 pCR
Breast-MRI-NACT-Pilot 5 64 N/A pCR, DFS, Recur., ER, PR, HER2
TCGA-BRCA 6 139 4 ER, PR, HER2
Table 2.11: Public datasets. Number of subjects, related works and available
ground-truths are reported.
In only two cases (‘QIN-Breast’ and ‘TCGA-BRCA’), the dataset’s page
reports a list of the publication resulting from the use of the public data.
The majority of the works proposed to evaluate the pathological Complete
Response (pCR) to the treatment. The works arising from these two datasets
never address the topics assessed in this thesis.
Moreover, two datasets (‘Breast-MRI-NACT-Pilot’ and ‘ISPY1’) are
involved in a private competition. Thanks to the direct collaboration with
University of South Florida (USF) and H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center &
Research Institute of Florida we have direct access to the data and to the
ground truth. The contest’s aim was to identify imaging metrics (predictors)
derivable from contrast-enhanced breast MR images that show a statistically-
1https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/display/Public/ISPY1
2https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/display/Public/
BREAST-DIAGNOSIS
3https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/display/Public/QIN+Breast+
DCE-MRI
4https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/display/Public/QIN-Breast
5https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/display/Public/
Breast-MRI-NACT-Pilot
6https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/display/Public/TCGA-BRCA
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significant association with Disease-Free Survival (DFS) time. The results
have not yet published, but they pushed us to develop the last stage of the
Computer-Aided Detection and Diagnosis (CAD) for therapy assessment by
forecasting the disease recurrence.
Compared with the whole amount of data (the sum of the number of
patients of each private dataset and each public dataset is 6540 potential
patients), the public number of patients is very few (575 public patients).
Only the 9% of the patients is public and freely accessible.
By looking at the histogram of the sizes of the dataset for each work (Fig.
2.6), it is evident that the majority of the datasets contains a small amount of
subjects with respect to the whole number of available patients.
Figure 2.6: Database size histogram. The majority of the approaches are
evaluated on small dataset.
Another important issue raised up from this literature analysis is that many
parameters of each protocol strongly differs from such others. Indeed, the
number of variable parameters is very high. The protocols could vary because
of the following acquisition parameters: Acquisition Sequence, Acquisition
Plane, Magnetic Field (T ), Fat Suppression, Repetition Time (TR - ms), Echo
Time (TE - ms), Flip Angle (FA - deg), Field of View (FoV - mm2), Matrix
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(px), Thickness (mm), Pixel Size (mm2) and Acquisition Time (TA - s). By
varying the former parameters, the resulting images could be different. Thus, a
specific technique, trained on a fixed set of DCE-MRI acquisition parameters,
could fail when applied to a different set of parameters.
Finally, another lack in the breast DCE-MRI is about the availability of
follow-up datasets. To validate a therapy assessment algorithm, a multiple
time acquisition DCE-MRI is required (such as in Fig.2.7). In particular, for
each patient, different scans need to be acquired.
Figure 2.7: Explicative use of serial DCE-MRI examinations during neoad-
juvant chemotherapy for breast cancer.
The aim of different scans is to following the tumour response during the
therapy. Some algorithms rely on different DCE-MRI scans and could be
very protocol-dependant.
3
Automated Detection, Diagnosis and
Therapy assessment
The aim of this thesis is to develop an automated computer-aided detection
(CAD) system for automatic detection of breast lesions, diagnosis of malig-
nity, and patient therapy success forecasting in Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI).
The CAD architecture can be represented by a series of consecutive tasks
as depicted in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the automated proposed CAD.
Each block relies on the result of the previous one; however, the single
functionality is developed as a stand-alone process able to works without the
other blocks. The consequence of the approach designed as a flow is that the
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performance of each block relies on the performance of the previous ones.
Then, all the stages have been developed to maximize the performance as a
single stage and then combined with the flow with the aim of evaluating the
overall performance.
The Volume Extraction module extracts the DCE-MRI data from the
patient’s DICOM files and stores them in a four dimension matrix.
The Pre-Processing stage consists of a breast mask extraction stage and a
motion correction stage.
In the Breast Mask Extraction phase a specific algorithm, aware of the
breast anatomy, is able to produce a binary mask only representing the breast
parenchyma and excluding background and other tissues. The aim of a breast
masking is to reduce the computational cost of next stages and attenuate noise
caused by extraneous voxel.
The patient involuntary movements, during the long DCE-MRI acquisi-
tion, could introduce artefact and thus affect the final result of the automatic
DCE-MRI evaluation. The Motion Correction step aims to reduce these
motion artefacts before of any further analysis.
The core of the CAD system consists of the next stages of Lesion Detec-
tion and Lesion Diagnosis.
In the Lesion Detection stage, the CAD scans the four dimension matrix,
guided by the breast mask, with the aim of extract suspect tissues as Regions
of Interest (ROIs). Each ROI is a group of connected voxel and represents a
single lesion to be inspected.
Each ROI is, then, inspected by the Lesion Diagnosis module that is able
to provide a diagnosis according to the binary class: benignant or malignant.
By exploiting the information derived from the malignant ROIs (when
applicable), the stage of Therapy Assessment produces a forecasting about
the disease recurrence.
Each CAD stage is carefully designed and depicted in the next sections.
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3.1 Pre-processing
The pre-processing stage aims to improve the final results by reducing the
noise (motion artefacts) and removing the air voxels and any unwanted tissues.
In fact, it consists of a breast mask extraction stage and a motion correction
stage.
3.1.1 Breast Mask Extraction
In literature, as presented in the Section 2.1.1, breast mask extraction could
be approached in several ways: at a pixel level relaying on the signal intensity
of few directly derived features; with geometrical approaches for better per-
forming on the final shape of the breast mask; with atlas-based segmentation
for exploit anatomical knowledge. In breast segmentation, the most difficult
issue to address is discriminating the breast parenchyma from the pectoral
muscle since signal intensities, textures and anatomical structures of these
tissues are very close each other. The best approach to locate the pectoral
muscle is relying on the atlas and exploiting a sort of anatomical knowledge
from each subject composing the atlas. A drawback of the atlas-based ap-
proaches is in the composition of the atlas itself. Creating a big and reliable
atlas is not an easy task and, when focusing on the pectoral muscle, leads
to imprecise segmentation of the other borders. The proposed breast mask
extraction approach overcomes the issue by mixing geometrical-based and
pixel-based approaches. It relies on geometrical anatomical priors to take
advance of anatomical knowledge of the breast key points and uses a pixel
base segmentation to obtain the best threshold for each border.
It uses a pixel-based Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering to shift the breast
mask extraction from a simple grey-level based segmentation to a membership
probability one. Moreover, it exploits novel geometrical consideration to
weight the classes membership probability according to the breast anatomy.
The result is an automated procedure, able to extract an accurate breast mask
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without any prior information on the patient dataset (as in the case of atlases).
The proposed procedure can be schematically depicted as composed of four
main stages (fig. 3.2).
Figure 3.2: The breast mask extraction proposal at a glance.
Each step is intended to resolve a specific problem in breast segmentation,
serving as input for the successive stage. The following subsections describe
each stage, in order to facilitate the reader in understanding the underlying
ideas. To provide a simpler description, when not otherwise specified, all
operations are performed along each coronal slice.
The proposed Breast Mask Extraction approach has been published in
[161].
Pre-processing
The pre-processing stage lays the foundations for successive stages. The
first operation consists in reducing the 4D DCE-MRI data to a single 3D
volume, whose voxels are chosen by taking the minimal values along the time
dimension for each spatial coordinate. The result is a new 3D volume that
preserves all information needed to identify the breast parenchyma boundaries,
while strongly reduces the brightness of all those tissues that shows a huge
vascularisation and contrast agent presence (like heart and pectoral muscle).
Finally, to sharpen borders of the chest wall and to smooth heart and lungs
ghosts, a flattening process was performed. Flattening consists in applying
a 2D median filter on each coronal slice, in order to attenuate brightness
variations only along axial and sagittal directions, producing flat (with respect
to brightness) coronal slices. The flattened 3D volume represents the data on
which all successive operation will be executed.
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Geometric anatomical analysis
The first step needed in order to identify the breast anatomical geometry is
determining the cuboid including the whole breast parenchyma. A primal
binary breast mask is thus defined by apply Otsu’s Threshold [189] on the
flattened data volume. Then the cuboid including the primal mask is calcu-
lated, providing the boundaries points (a 2-upla for each dimension) within
which the next operations will be applied (fig. 3.3).
Figure 3.3: The cuboid containing the Otsu segmented volume. In green the
breast mask ground-truth, in red the mask obtained by Otsu’s segmentation.
The cuboid includes almost all the ground-truth.
In order to characterise the anatomical geometry, seven key-points are
used: two nipples points (NRP and NLP), two armpits points (ARP and ALP),
one chest wall point (CWP), one sternum point (SP) and one heart point (HP).
All key-points determination relays only on the primal breast mask and on
the cuboid in which it is contained. The two nipples points are identified
by finding the two highest points on the breast-air surface according to the
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relative position with respect to the middle plane (red and green points in fig.
3.4). The chest wall key-point is identified by searching the point with the
minimum height in the breast-air surface enclosed by the two nipples points
(that collapses to a line when the nipples points are aligned on the same slice).
Since the breast-air surface is a rough segmentation, it could present holes
or missing parts; therefore, the point is searched only on the strictly positive
values of the height (represented by the black point in fig. 3.4).
Figure 3.4: Automatic localisation of the nipples (in red and green, respec-
tively, the right and left nipple key-points) and of the chest-wall key-point (in
black). In blue the breast-air surface while in yellow the middle plane.
The two armpits, the sternum and the heart points, are calculated relying
only on the cuboid boundaries. In particular, the armpits key-points are taken
in the middle of the right (ARP) and left (ALP) edges of the back face of the
cuboid (red and green points in fig. 3.5). Finally, the sternum point (SP) is
calculated in the middle of the two armpits (black point in fig. 3.5), and the
heart point (HP) is calculated in the middle of the sternum point and the left
armpit point (magenta point in fig. 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: Automatic localisation of the armpits (in yellow and green, re-
spectively, the right and left armpits key-points), of the sternum key-point (in
black) and of the heart key-point (in magenta). In red the volume and in blue
the cuboid previously detected.
Each key-point is provided with an action radius calculated according to
the anatomy of the specific patient, defining a pertinence sphere for the related
key-point. It follows that each key-point influence varies within the pertinence
sphere, from a maximum value of 1 (reached in the centre) to a minimum
value of 0 (reached on sphere surface and beyond). The key-points influence
function kpi(KP,KPr,P) can be calculated according to the equation 3.1
kpi(KP,KPr,P) =
{
1− d(KP,P)KPr if d(KP,P)≤ KPr
0 if d(KP,P)> KPr
(3.1)
where KP, KPr and P are respectively the key-point, its action radius and
the generic point of the 3D volume in which the key-point influence function
will be calculated; d(A,B) is the euclidean distance in a 3D space between the
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points A and B, SP.z and CWP.z are the z 3D coordinates of the respective
points. Finally, each action radius is calculated as shown in table 3.1.
NRPr = d(NRP,CWP) NLPr = d(NLP,CWP)
ARPr = d(ARP,NRP) ALPr = d(ALP,NLP)
CWPr = d(CWP,SP) SPr = HPr = SP.z−CWP.z
Table 3.1: Key-Points action radii formulas.
Figure 3.6 reports a representative example of all the described key-points
and their respective action radii.
Figure 3.6: Action radius for each key-point. In grey the rough Otsu’s
segmentation, in dark green the desired breast mask and the key-points as
follow: NRP (red), ARP (black), NLP (green), ALP (blue), CWP (cyan), SP
(orange), HP (magenta).
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Fuzzy C-Mean Segmentation
Traditional segmentation procedures, based on voxels brightness, make use of
a threshold value to separate objects according to the image histogram. This
procedure has demonstrated great potential in segmenting well defined object
in images that does not have a wide grey scale dynamics. In DCE-MRI both
conditions are not verified, making the voxel based segmentation approaches
not able to distinguish (i.e.) chest wall from breast parenchyma without
making additional consideration (like anatomical or geometric ones). For seg-
mentation, Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM) is used. FCM is a clustering procedure very
similar to the well known K-Means algorithm, but in which the voxel class
membership is not a binary condition, but a probability vector (fuzziness). In
this module, FCM is calculated on two classes: the breast tissues (the class
with the higher signal intensity) versus the other tissues/air (the class with
the lower signal intensity). It is worth noticing that a 3D FCM clustering
produces an unsuitable result since it is not able to separate all the breast
tissues. On the contrary, a slice-wise 2D clustering allows exploiting local
anatomical consideration to achieve a more suited segmentation. Then a slice-
by-slice FCM was applied, repeating the clustering along each anatomical
axes. Each of these three fuzziness volumes, taking into account brightness
transitions between each slice along a given projection, highlights different
characteristics of the breast anatomy. In particular: the Sagittal 2D-FCM (fig.
3.7a) is able to better enhance the armpits cavities and to better reject the heart
and the sternum tissues; in the Transversal 2D-FCM (fig. 3.7b) the pectoral
muscle edges are well-defined, but fails the armpits cavities estimation (in the
most of the patients the grey-levels of the armpits cavities show a significant
difference between the right and the left side); the Coronal 2D-FCM (fig.
3.7c) can be used to easily detect the breast-air boundary, but shows a very
high enhancement of pectoral muscle and heart.
To obtain a single fuzziness volume that better attenuate the pectoral
muscle and the heart anatomy while enhancing armpit cavities and breast
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.7: The three fuzziness volumes for breast mask extraction (obtained
as a slice-by-slice among each projection). The sub-figures show a single
transversal slice for each FCM volume. FCM performed slice-by-slice in (a)
Sagittal, (b) Transversal and (c) Coronal.
tissues, the three FCM volumes are voxel-wise combined according to the
equation 3.2.
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FCMweighted(P) = FCMsagittal
+FCMfrontal ·kpi(NRP,NRPr,P)
+FCMfrontal ·kpi(NLP,NLPr,P)
+FCMsagittal ·kpi(ARP,ARPr,P)
+FCMsagittal ·kpi(ALP,ALPr,P)
+FCMtransversal ·kpi(CWP,CWPr,P)
−FCMfrontal ·kpi(SP,SPr,P)
−FCMfrontal ·kpi(HP,HPr,P)
(3.2)
It is worth noticing that the first term is not weighted ensuring that each
area not covered by the key-points and by their pertinence radii have, at least,
a FCM sagittal contribution (the most reliable one); the last two terms are
intended to attenuate the effects of the sternum and heart and, for this reason,
are subtracted instead of added.
Weighted fuzziness volume is then normalised by a min-max normalisa-
tion in [0,1], after which a 3D median filtering is applied with the specific aim
to remove (or at least reduce) the outlier introduced by anatomical peculiari-
ties and facilitate the mask identification. Finally, starting from the processed
weighted fuzziness volume, a binary breast mask is obtained by applying
a thresholding on the fuzziness values. The best threshold is automatically
detected by means of the Otsu’s method on the processed weighted fuzziness
values.
Post-processing
Post-processing is performed to refine the breast mask obtained in the previous
stage. In particular, it consists in the following morphological refinements:
a slice-by-slice hole-filling performed first along the frontal direction, then
along the sagittal and finally along the transversal one. To be more precise, the
frontal refinement fills only holes smaller than a quarter of the current mask
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slice area (with a maximum area of 60mm2, determined from the maximum
diameter of a lesion in the dataset). Then a 3D smoothing (with a Gaussian
filter - 3D windows = [3,3,3], σ = .65 and µ = 0) is performed in order to
mitigate the effects of a rough segmentation. Finally, to remove small volumes
remaining from the heart or sternum, only the bigger connected volume is
selected.
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3.1.2 Motion Correction
Among the functions of the CAD, there is a sort of motion correction stage
finalised to reduce the motion artefacts that might affect the ROI detection
and evaluation [238].
As reported in Section 2.1.2, different motion correction techniques
(MCTs) have been developed to attenuate the motion artefacts [85, 193].
Rigid MCTs exploit affine transformations in order to preserve points, lines
and planes.
However, these MCTs might not model adequately the deformation of
breast parenchyma. Consequently, a ‘non-rigid’ MCT such as a Free-Form
Deformation (FFD) transformations might be used. Nonetheless, it is worth
to note that it might not always be useful to use a complex MCT: in fact,
slight deformations can be assumed to be noise overlapped on an un-deformed
image and a simple median filter was successfully used.
Generally, MCTs consider voxel intensity fixed while only spatial trans-
formations occur; therefore they rely only on the intensity based metrics. In
DCE-MRI an additional issue is present: the voxel intensity changes also
because of the contrast agent (CA) flow.
Another important issue is related to the assumption that a single MCT
might be able to mitigate the effects of patient movements of different sizes.
Some preliminary results in the case of small movements (depicted in Figure
3.8) show that an improper MCT might introduce new artefacts that could
lead to unreliable lesion evaluation. Therefore it would be preferable to select
the MCT tailored to each patient and to each exam.
There are two possible ways to choose the opportune MCT: (a) the physi-
cian might preliminary study the DCE data and, by means of a trial-and-error
procedure, select the appropriate MCT or (b) an automatic procedure could
rank a collection of MCTs using an adequate quality index (QI) which quan-
titatively summarise the performance of each MCT on that specific study.
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Figure 3.8: A representative case in which some evident artefacts are intro-
duced by an improper MCT (3D free-form deformation with cubic interpo-
lation). It is clear that the new artefacts could lead to an unreliable lesion
evaluation. In the first row is shown the pre-contrast MRI data. In the middle
row is presented: on the left, an MRI image from the post-contrast series
(about 3 min. after the injection) without motion correction and on the right,
the corresponding subtractive image. The subtractive image emphasises
regions in which the contrast agent has mostly flowed. In the last row (af-
ter motion correction), the post-contrast image (left) and the corresponding
subtractive image (right) are presented. An inappropriate MCT not only can
introduce evident artefacts but also can impinge on the contrast agent effect
undermining the final results. Specifically, can be observed a decrease of the
enhancement in the manually segmented region of interest (in red).
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Of course, the first one is operator-dependant and human-error prone. This
module implements the last one approach.
The QI should be an adequate similarity measure able to quantify the
difference between the pre-contrast image of a DCE-MRI series (source
or reference image) and one, or more, of the subsequent images (target
images) after being registered with respect to the source [160]. It has been
already evidenced that existing QIs (MSE, PSNR, NCC, etc..) [262, 217, 209]
might not be adequate to deal with DCE-MRI data because of the intensity
variation due to CA (see Section 2.1.2). This motivated to searching for
a new QI based on the most used tracer-kinetics modelling of blood flow
(Tofts-Kermode, Extend Tofts-Kermode, Hayton-Brady, Gamma Capillary
Transit Time) [241, 242, 100, 227].
In this thesis, a new tracer-kinetic based QI is assessed and proposed. It is
suitable to provide an unbiased selection of the most appropriate MCT for a
specific exam, study or patient. As in literature there is still an ongoing debate
on which is the optimal tracer-kinetic model. To assess the module one QI for
each model is constructed and evaluated on the available DCE-MRI dataset.
Each QI produces a ranking of every different MCTs considered for a
specific patient; those rankings have been compared to a ‘reference ranking’
constructed a priori on a dataset. The correlation coefficient between each
QI ranking and the reference ranking measures the degree of agreement and
therefore the ‘goodness’ of each QI.
Further, computational times should also be considered to ensure that the
proposal is clinically applicable. In fact, from some preliminary evaluation,
the computing of one QI on a single exam could take up to 15 hours. Thus, a
sampling strategy is adopted with the aim to break down the computational
effort: the aim is to investigate whether just a small fraction of the whole
volume is enough to produce a correct ranking.
The proposed QI has been published in [160] and the data-driven approach
to the motion correction has been published in [199].
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Motion Correction Techniques
The involuntary movements of the patient, during the DCE-MRI scan, could
produce artefacts and thus affect the evaluation of DCE-MRI data. It is
well known that, in order to reduce these motion artefacts, a kind of motion-
correction should be executed before any DCE-MRI analysis [238]. In the
graph in Figure 3.10 is shown how a motion correction technique can fix the
time course of the time intensity curve by registering the voxels. The Motion
Correction Techniques (MCT) currently used in medical image co-registration
which have been examined in this study are:
2D-rigid (ML): an iterative, slice-by-slice, motion correction technique
based on affine transformations and on signal intensity similarity values.
The only available transformations are: translation, rotation, scale, shear
or a mix of these above.
3D-rigid (R_AL & R_AC): a 3D affine motion correction according
to the algorithm proposed by Rueckert et al. [219]. This MCT can
be performed with different interpolation functions: linear (R_AL) or
cubic (R_AC).
3D-non-rigid (R_BL & R_BC): a hierarchical transformation model
according to the algorithm proposed by Rueckert et al. [219]. The
hierarchical approach consists of a global 3D correction, modelled
with affine transformations and a finest local correction by means of
a FFD grid on a B-Splines voxel representation. Also this MCT can
be performed with different interpolation functions: linear (R_BL) or
cubic (R_BC).
ElastiX: a deformable transformation using a B-Spline representation
(configured with BSplineTransform option). Currently, it is imple-
mented in an open source software for intensity-based medical image
registration [122].
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Filtering approaches (MEDx3 & MEDx5): as hypothesised in some
of our works [159], small deformations could be treated as superim-
posed noise on the correctly aligned images. Therefore, a median
filtering could be applied. It was applied with a sliding window of
3x3x3 or 5x5x5 voxel.
Traditional Quality Indices
With the aim of quantifying the goodness of a MCT, different Quality Indices,
measuring the similarity of the first image of the series and the registered
images could be used. Typically, they have been based on voxel signal
intensity, but it should be emphasised, as stated above, that they might not be
able to distinguish intensity variations due to motion or to blood flow.
Root Mean Square Error (R-MSE) [262] - it is calculated on the dif-
ferences in terms of signal intensity. It’s able to quantify the difference
of two volumes: the fixed reference (usually the pre-contrast volume),
and one among the post-contrast volumes.
R-MSE =
1
T ∑t
√
∑n(Ir(n, t)− I(n, t0))2
N
(3.3)
Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [262] - it is the ratio between the
maximum dynamic range of the image (maximum possible power of
the signal) and R-MSE (the power of noise that could affects the signal).
PSNR =
1
T ∑t
20 · log10(
maxn I(n, t)
R-MSE
) (3.4)
Normalized Cross Correlation (N-CC) [217, 209] - it quantifies the
differences between two images by removing the bias and comparing
only the standard deviation, therefore it attenuates the effects of a
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different distribution in the histograms due to the presence of a contrast
agent (CA):
N-CC =
1
T N∑t,n
(I(n, t0)−µ)(Ir(n, t)−µr(t))
σσr(t)
(3.5)
where µ = ∑n I(n, t0)/N and µr(t) = ∑n(Ir(n, t))/N are the averages
of I and Ir respectively, and σ =
√
∑n(I(n, t0)−m)2/N and σr(t) =√
∑n(Ir(n, t)−m)2/N are the standard deviations of the two images.
Physiological tissue models
As already observed in the introduction, in DCE-MRI voxel intensity changes
because of the contrast agent flow. Contrast medium concentration could be
modelled by means of several approaches commonly used in breast DCE-MRI.
The different approaches can be catalogued on the base of the underlying
physiological assumptions concerning blood plasma and the extra-vascular
extracellular space (EES).
The description of the following models refers to the notations established
in the Table 3.2:
Tofts-Kermode (TK) model [241, 134]: This model uses a simple
compartmental approach (Figure 3.9) in which the intra-vascular com-
partment can be neglected. The Ct(t) is calculated as the convolution of
an exponential impulsive response and a specific Arterial Input Function
(AIF) Cp(t) (Eq. 3.6 and symbols as in Tab. 3.2).
Ct(t) = Ktrans
∫ t
0
e−
Ktrans
ve (t−s) ·Cp(s)ds (3.6)
Extended Tofts-Kermode (ETK) model [242]: This model improves
the previous one, in fact, plasma volume fraction vp has been added
assuming that the intra-vascular compartment influence can not be
neglected (Eq. 3.7 and symbols as in Tab. 3.2).
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Ct(t) = Ktrans
∫ t
0
e−
Ktrans
ve (t−s) ·Cp(s)ds+ vpCp(t) (3.7)
Hayton-Brady model [100]: The authors proposed a bi-exponential
model (Eq. 3.8 and symbols as in Tab. 3.2).
Ct(t) =
A
(a−b)(e
−at − e−bt) (3.8)
Gamma Capillary Transit Time [227]: Schabel proposed the Gamma
Capillary Transit Time model (GCTT) in order to unify many of the
previous proposed models such as TK, ETK, adiabatic tissue homo-
geneity (ATH) and two-compartment exchange (2CX) (Eq. 3.9 where
Γ is the upper incomplete gamma function [4] and other symbols as in
Tab. 3.2).
τ =
tc
α
Rv(t) = Γ
(
tc
τ
,
t
τ
)
Rp(t) =
Ee−kept
(1− kepτ)tc/τ
·
[
1−Γ
(
tc
τ
,
(
1
τ
− kep
)
t
)]
Ct(t) = F · (Rv(t)+Rp(t))∗Cp(t) (3.9)
In order to complete the description of TK and ETK models, different AIF
could be used:
Weinmann [263] proposed a bi-exponential AIF (Eq. 3.10):
Cp(t) = D ·
2
∑
i=1
aie−mit = D(a1e−m1t +a2e−m2t) (3.10)
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Figure 3.9: Compartmental approach for the distribution of the contrast agent
within the tissue. The symbols are described in Table 3.2.
Symbol Description Units
Cp(t) Tracer concentration in blood plasma mmoleliter
Ct(t) Tracer concentration in voxel mmoleliter
Ktrans Volume transfer constant or permeability 1min
surface area (product per unit volume of
tissue between EES and plasma)
kep Efflux rate constat from EES to plasma kep = K
trans
ve
1
min
ve EES volume per unit volume of tissue -
vp Blood plasma volume per unit volume of tissue -
E Extracted blood fraction -
F Blood flow to the tissue of interest 1min
tc Blood capillary transit time min
α Dispersion of capillary transit time -
Table 3.2: Physiological Models Symbols.
Assuming that D is the injected dose of contrast medium (mmolekg ), ai
are the amplitudes ( kgliter) and mi are the decay time constants (
1
min) for
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each exponential. The parameters values are [263]: D = 0.1mmolekg ,
a1 = 3.99
kg
liter , a2 = 4.78
kg
liter , m1 = 0.144
1
min , m2 = 0.0111
1
min .
Parker [190] proposed a population-averaged AIF modelled via a
mixture of 2 Gaussian curves plus an exponential modulated with a
sigmoid function (Eq.3.11):
Cp(t) =
2
∑
i=1
Ai
σi
√
2π
e
−(t−Ti)2
2σ2i +α
e−β t
1+ e−s(t−τ)
(3.11)
Assuming that Ai, Ti and σi are the scaling constants (mmole ·min),
centres (min), and widths (min) of the ith Gaussian; α and β are the
amplitude (mmole) and decay constant ( 1min) of the exponential; and s
and τ are the width ( 1min ) and centre (min) of the sigmoid, respectively.
The parameters values are [190]:
A1 = 0.809mmole ·min, A2 = 0.330mmole ·min, T1 = 0.17046min,
T2 = 0.365min, σ1 = 0.0563min, σ2 = 0.132min, α = 1.050mmole,
β = 0.1685 1min , s = 38.078
1
min , τ = 0.483min.
Proposed Quality Indices
In order to design a Quality Index suitable for dealing with both spatial
transformations and signal intensity variations due to contrast media, the
following approach is proposed.
The contrast agent concentration Ct(t) is calculated from the DCE-MRI
data according to [228] only for a subset of voxels within the whole DCE
volume. The chosen subset (called pre-selection volume) should include
voxels having a maximum relative-enhancement above 30% in order to have
a large vascularisation [159].
Subsequently, Ct(t) is fitted to one of the models described in section
3.1.2 solving a non-linear curve-fitting problem in the least-squares sense
(Figure 3.10).
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The median value over the whole subset of the squared 2-norm of the
residual [160] is proposed as the Quality Index (QI):
E = mediann
√
∑
t
(C f ittedt (t)−Cmeasuredt (t))2 (3.12)
.
Different QIs are obtained in the following condition:
• TK-W: using the Tofts-Kermode (TK) model and the AIF suggested by
Weinmann;
• TK-P: using the Tofts-Kermode (TK) model and the AIF proposed by
Parker;
• ETK-W: using the Extended Tofts-Kermode (ETK) model and the
Weinmann AIF;
• ETK-P: using the Extended Tofts-Kermode (ETK) model and the AIF
suggested by Parker;
• HB: using the Hayton-Brady model;
• GCTT: using the Schabel model and the Parker AIF.
Combining QIs
With the aim of proposing a more reliable QI some mixture of the previous
suggested model-based QIs are tested. In order to be the index of comparable
ranges, a min-max normalisation is applied on the patient-base values of the
QI under examination. After the normalisation, the QIs were mixed with
different combination strategy:
• MIX-MEAN: after the min-max normalisation, all the QIs were mixed
with a mean function.
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Figure 3.10: Fitting (blue) of DCE-MRI sampled data (red) by means of a
physiological model (ETK-P). The error values (E), calculated as in Eq. 3.12,
are shown. The motion-corrected data (on the right) better fits the underlying
physiological model achieving a lower value of the fitting error.
• MIX-MEDIAN: after the min-max normalisation, all the QIs were mixed
with a median function.
• MIX-MAX: after the min-max normalisation, only the maximum value
among all QI is considered.
• MIX-MIN: after the min-max normalisation, only the minimum value
among all QI is considered.
In particular, the first four indices are mixed in order of performance.
Sampling Strategy
With the aim to apply the MCTs ranking in a clinical scenario, the execution
times and the computational load should also be considered. Therefore, to
reduce such impact, a sampling strategy is evaluated.
On the basis of some preliminary results, the size of the dataset, after
the pre-selection stage, consists of 35000 voxels on average (in the range:
10000-70000 for a DCE-MRI with a spatial resolution of 128x256x80 voxels).
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Consequently, the execution time, needed to evaluate a QI, could rise to 10
hours for each study.
Therefore, a sub-sampling of the dataset is proposed. A fixed percentage
of the whole pre-selected volume is randomly extracted; the most suitable
MCT is selected by computing the QI only on the subset of the motion
corrected volume. For reducing the computational load, the dimension of the
dataset to be analysed should be a very little portion of the entire pre-selected
data. Several fractions of the whole preselected volume have been tested
with the aim of finding out the more suitable ratio that could break down the
computational load while preserving the results. A Monte Carlo simulation
on 100 different sub-sets for each ratio ranging from 100% to 0% with a
0.01% step has been executed. For each extraction, the best QI (previously
selected) is evaluated and then the ranking for each MCT was extracted by
means of S-RCC. As overall performance indicator of each specific ratio
the median value of the QI over the 100 extractions is considered. A more
specific performance indicator considers the first selected MCT and, among
the 100 extractions, calculates the average hit-rate of the proposed QI among
all the patient dataset.
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3.2 Lesion Detection
Lesion detection is the basis of an automated computer-aided diagnosis tech-
nique for the tumour classification in breast DCE-MRI. Most of the literature
proposals propose a semi-automatic approaches using human initialization
and then, using a simple thresholding based on few basic features, or finer
geometrical refinement can provide the final segmentation.
The purpose of this module is to fully automate the identification of lesions
(whether malignant or benign) as sensibly as possible, while simultaneously
minimising the number of false alarms. The next stages, such as tumour
classification according to his malignity and the therapy assessment, highly
depend on the results of this stage. The more are well detected the lesions the
better will be the results of the next stages.
The whole lesion detection process can be modelled as a series of succes-
sive refinements (fig. 3.11) on patient DCE-MRI images, each one intended to
highlight suspect lesions while eliminating noise, offsets and foreign tissues
(muscle, bones, etc.). The result is a binary voxel by voxel labelling (intended
for suspicious/not suspicious) whose union represent a Region Of Interest
(ROI) to be submitted to expert radiologist’s advice or to further automatic
analysis.
Figure 3.11: Block diagram of the Lesion Detection method.
The proposed Lesion Segmentation approach has been published in [159].
3.2.1 Pre-selection
Each voxel is associated with a Time Intensity Curve (TIC) representative
of the temporal dynamics of the signal. TIC reflects the absorption and the
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release of Contrast Agent (CA), following vascularisation characteristics of
the tissue under analysis [131].
Moreover, for each time instant k the Relative Enhancement (RE) is
defined as eq. (3.13):
RE(k) =
T IC(k)−T IC(0)
T IC(0)
(3.13)
RE curve still models the absorption of the contrast agent along time, but
refers to it (to a first order approximation) in mmol/kg.
Pre-selection step is used to reduce the number of voxels to be submitted
to the classifier: each voxel is pre-classified. All voxel in which max(RE(t))
is below 30% of the basal signal are marked as not-suspicious while all
the others are marked as unsure and will be submitted to the subsequent
classification step.
This step represents the novelty contribution to lesion detection. As
outlined in Figure 3.12, separating suspicious from pre-selection mask voxels
is much more difficult than separating not-suspicious from pre-selection
mask voxels, since the TICs of the first two kinds of voxels are more similar
than those belonging to the second two kinds of voxels. As a matter of
fact, classifiers trained on suspicious and pre-selected voxels had a greater
generalisation ability with respect to ones trained on the suspect and not-
suspect ones. In particular, in the second case, the obtained classifier is
unable to reliably recognise suspect voxel from not suspect ones, generating
an output very close to the pre-selection mask.
By using this step, a first rough segmentation is carried out inside the
breast mask. That leads to focusing the discriminant power of the classifier
on a smaller problem only inside the pre-selection mask.
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Figure 3.12: Examples of average TICs over the three types of ROIs. Vertical
bars represent standard deviations.
3.2.2 Feature extraction
Starting from data provided by DCE-MRI images is possible to extract several
sets of features, representative of specific characteristics and properties. For
the breast segmentation task and lesion detection, the dynamic features show
best results [74].
At this stage, according to the physician suggestion (domain experts),
we have used only five features (within all the dynamic feature presented
in Section 1.3.1) to fully describe the Time Intensity Curve (TIC). They are
defined on mathematical models (but not on pharmacokinetics), and this
makes them computationally efficient and robust to contrast agent variation.
The dynamic features used at this stage are:
• Area under TIC (AUC), total amount of contrast agent absorbed;
• Relative Enhancement at Maximum Point (ReMax), contrast agent peak;
• Time To Peak (TTP), the time in which ReMax is gained;
• Wash-In Slope (WIS), angular coefficient of linearised approximation
of TIC curve from time 0 to TTP;
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• Wash-Out Slope (WOS),angular coefficient of linearised approximation
of TIC curve from time TPP to last time.
3.2.3 Segmentation by Classification
This last stage performs a segmentation of the whole DCE-MRI volume into
different ROIs. Each ROI is composed of the connected voxels considered
belonging to a lesion by a classifier. In this module, the classification is
performed troughs a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier (with third-
degree Radial Basis Function kernel; unitary cost; eps 10−3). The best
classifier for the specific task is chosen according to the results presented in
the Chapter 4 within the considered classifiers illustrated in the Section 1.3.1.
The optimisation of the SVM is performed on a subset of the dataset never
used for training and testing the classifier.
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3.3 Lesion Diagnosis
In this phase, each ROI, is segmented by the previous stage, is classified
according to the aggressiveness of the lesion. While there is a certain amount
of evidence that dynamic information can be used for lesion classification, it
still remains unclear whether other kinds of feature (e.g. texture-based) can
add useful information. The classification is, then, performed on Local Binary
Patterns on Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP) descriptors belonging to the
category of textural features. To the best of our knowledge, this would be the
first time that LBP-TOP descriptors are used for breast tissue classification in
DCE-MRI.
The Lesion Diagnosis is performed according to the simple schema in
Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13: Block diagram of the lesion diagnosis approach.
The proposed Tumour Diagnosis approach has been published in [198].
The following section will introduce some concepts about LBP, LBP-TOP
and the approaches of classification.
3.3.1 LBP descriptor
Local Binary Patterns on Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP) [186] provides
a very efficient set of feature by thresholding the neighbourhood of each pixel
and considers the result as a binary number. As threshold, the luminance
value of the pixel in the centre of the neighbourhood is considered. Then
the binary numbers are interpreted as a local pattern and a histogram of the
occurrences for all the patterns of the image is calculated. This simple 2D
implementation provided very good performance in unsupervised texture
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segmentation [186]. The original Local Binary Patterns (LBP) operator was
only defined to deal with the 2D spatial information. Later, it was extended to
a spatio-temporal context for dynamic texture analysis with the Volume-LBP
(VLBP) [274]. The VLBP address the spatio-temporal problem handling a
3D volume with the X, Y and T axis. The neighbourhood is then considered
on a 3D windows over both the spatial and temporal dimension. To make
VLBP computationally simple and easy to be extended, an operator based on
co-occurrences of Local Binary Patterns on Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-
TOP) was also introduced. LBP-TOP considers three orthogonal planes: XY,
XT and YT, and concatenates LBP histograms in these three directions as
shown in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14: LBP-TOP extraction strategy starting from the 3D volume (a)
till to the concatenates histogram (b) on the bottom-right.
LBP and LBP-TOP have proved to have great potential respectively in
face description [7] and visual speech recognition of moving lips [273].
In order to fit LBP-TOP features to the 4D DCE-MRI volume (composed
by X,Y,Z and T axis), The histograms are calculated for each slice (on the
coronal planes of the DCE-MRI). The LBP-TOP features were extracted only
for the voxel within the ROI that need to be classified. Then the histogram of
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the patterns for all the slide are summed into one global histogram that refers
to the whole ROI. A multi-resolution version of the LBP-TOP as proposed
into [186] with a temporal radius of 1 and 2 is implemented and used. Then,
for each ROI, there are three histograms from temporal radius 1 (XY-1, XT-1,
YT-1) and three histograms from temporal radius 2 (XY-2, XT-2, YT-2). With
the purpose of achieving better results different feature sets are defined and
evaluated, as reported in Table 3.3.
Feature Set XY XT YT
XY •
XT •
YT •
XYXT • •
XYYT • •
XTYT • •
ALL • • •
Table 3.3: Different subset of LBP-TOP feature for lesion diagnosis.
3.3.2 Classification
This last stage provides a classification of each ROI according to the LBP-TOP
features. The best classifier for this specific task, chosen after a preliminary
result presented in Chapter 4, is a Random Forest (RF) (made up of 100 Ran-
dom Trees each one using a random subset of the features with no limitation
on its maximum depth). The peculiarity of Random Forest to train different
Random Trees on a subset of the features is the key-point in the classification
of such a large set of features provided by LBP-TOP.
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3.4 Therapy Assessment
In this specific module, DCE-MRI semi-quantitative features have been used
to discriminate the recurrence of the disease. The patient has a recurrence if
cancer is found after surgery treatment. Usually, a period of time of 4-years
is considered to assess a recurrence-free treatment result.
After voxel-by-voxel lesion segmentation and then, after lesion-by-lesion
aggressiveness diagnosis, only the malignant lesions have been considered
at this stage. For each patient with at least a malignant lesion, the feature
extraction and, consequently, the classification is performed to produce the
final binary judgement about a possible recurrence of the tumour.
3.4.1 Feature Extraction
A set of different features has been used to assess the recurrence (the most
common are presented in the Section 1.3.1).
Dynamic features
Dynamic features (DYN) are extracted directly from the Time Intensity Curve
(TIC). Since a whole lesion is analysed at this stage, the median value of
the single feature is considered as representative value for that features in
each ROI under examination. The considered dynamic features are: signal
enhancement ratio (SER), percent enhancement (PE), post-initial enhance-
ment (PIE), area under curve (AUC), normalised area under curve (nAUC),
maximum relative enhancement (ReMax), wash-in slope (WIS), wash-out
slope (WOS) and Degani curve type (DCT).
In addition to the features proposed in the literature and so far listed,
two new features have been added. Relying on the fact that AUC and, in
particular nAUC, brings information about the most active part of the lesion,
the percentage of the most active part is considered as a new feature. In the
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Figure 3.15 an example of nAUC map for a single slice is given. It is easy to
spot the most active regions of the tumour.
Figure 3.15: Normalized Area Under Curve map for a single slide calculated
inside the lesion ROI. It is easy to spot the most active regions of the tumour.
By varying the approach of how to thresholding the nAUC map two
different features are proposed: AUGT, AULT. In AUGT (Area Under Global
Threshold) a global threshold, chosen with the Otsu method, within the nAUC
values of all the patients. In AULT (Area Under Local Threshold) a patient
based thresholding is performed by applying Otsu only on the value of the
single patient.
Pharmacokinetic features
Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetic features (PBPK) extraction is per-
formed relying on the Tofts-Kermode (TK) model [134, 241], a simple
compartmental approach in which the intra-vascular compartment can be
neglected.
According to this model the time course of the contrast agent concentration
Ct(t) is the result of convolution between an exponential kernel and arterial
input function (AIF) Cp(t) (Eq. 3.14 and symbols as in Table 3.2).
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Ct(t) = Ktrans
∫ t
0
e−
Ktrans
ve (t−s) ·Cp(s)ds (3.14)
The pharmacokinetic parameters were calculated from the mean signal
intensity of the ROI over the time course of the acquisition, resulting in three
pharmacokinetic parameters: the transfer constant (Ktrans), the extracellular
extra-vascular space fraction (ve) and the Efflux rate (kep). The Transfer
constant (Ktrans) or permeability surface area indicates the rate constant of
contrast agent transfer from the plasma compartment into the extracellular
extra-vascular space. The Efflux rate (kep) quantifies the ratio of contrast
agent escapes from the extracellular extra-vascular space back into the plasma
compartment. While the extracellular extra-vascular space fraction (ve) can
be calculated from the ratio of Ktrans to kep. The pharmacokinetic features
have been extracted only in the baseline volume (the DCE-MRI acquired
before of any treatment), because any treatment could affect the behaviour of
the breast tissues and, then, on the reliability of this kind of features.
Morphological features
In this stage, very simple geometrical features have been used, in particular
volumes and the longest diameters of the lesions have been carried out. The
morphological features bring information about the sizes of the lesion and,
when evaluated in the different phases of the treatment, could be used to
evaluate the effectiveness of a treatment. Therefore, for each geometrical
measurement, the values before and after the neoadjuvant treatment are
considered as features.
Clinicopathologic features
The following features are directly extracted from the patient record and
represent the clinical status and the pathological condition. The considered
feature are: Race (categorical), Age, tumour laterality, positivity to Estrogen-
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Receptor (ERpos), positivity to Progesterone-Receptor (PRpos), positivity to
Hormone-Receptor (HER2pos), HR/HER2 status, pathological Complete
Response (pCR) and Residual Cancer Burden (RCB).
3.4.2 Classification
To better exploit the differences between feature types, an ensemble of classi-
fiers has been designed.
Multi-classifier
The proposed Multiple Classifier System (MCS) combines the results of
two classifiers trained separately with dynamic and pharmacokinetic features
feature on a side and on morphological and clinicopathologic feature on the
other hand (Fig. 3.16).
Figure 3.16: Block diagram of the therapy assessment Multiple Classifier
System. Weighted Majority Voting (wMV) as combining strategy was used.
In each classification branch an AdaBoost classifier is trained using 100
decision stump as weak classifies.
Combining
The result of each branch is the probability of disease recurrence derived from
a classification of the specific feature group. The combination is obtained
with a weighted Majority Voting (wMV) strategy.
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3.5 Putting it all together
The final intent of this thesis, besides of designing each single module to
the best of our knowledge, is to create an automated CAD to support the
physician in the hard task of inspecting a DCE-MRI study.
An automated CAD should, then, performs all the cascade of the modules,
as presented in Figure 1.9. The final version of the CAD is intended to
produce, for each patient, different ROIs, a classification of aggressiveness
for each ROI and, if a malignant lesion is present, a Therapy assessment in
terms of recurrence of the primary tumour.
The first version of our automated CAD implements the first four steps of
the designed architecture. In particular, it applies the Breast Mask extraction
step, the motion correction module, the Lesion Detection and the Lesion
Diagnosis. The results of a so designed CAD will be presented in Chapter 4.
3.6 Remote Computing
The biomedical sector requires a continuous verifying and updating of the
proposed approaches. In most of the cases, only a close collaboration with
physicians has allowed improvements in the results.
Thus, to push the collaboration of more physicians and to have a valuable
feedback for further improving the techniques and to apply the research
progress in a realistic environment, a framework for tele-medicine that allows
advanced medical image remote analysis in a secure and versatile client-server
environment is proposed.
In this section, the high-level architecture for remote processing of data,
with a special attention to security and scalability issues, is presented. More-
over, a preliminary implementation of the proposal has been realised using
low impact technologies and up-to-date standards.
The system is designed with the following three constraints in mind:
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• easy integration into third-party client-side software;
• TCP/IP network infrastructure;
• up-to-date open standards.
To provide easy integration, the responsibilities between a pre-existent
client-side software and the client-side application of the proposed architec-
ture have been divided: the first one has to interact with the user, making all
operation required to interact with proposed architecture totally transparent to
the operator, while the second one has to manage the data transmission and
results reporting. The proposed strategy allows meeting the easy integration
goal as long as the third-party client implements (with the aim of a plug-in,
API or other forms of customization) the steps required to interact with the
proposed system client-side application.
The proposed architecture for remote processing approach has been pub-
lished in [200, 201].
In the following, the general structure and a case-study implementation is
presented.
3.6.1 Architecture layers
The system is organised as a multilayer client-server architecture implement-
ing a multi-client/single-server model. Within the same node, different layers
communicate using the file-system (see Fig. 3.17).
Each layer has a well defined role as presented in the following sections.
L1 - Communication
This layer manages every detail of transmission and synchronisation (security,
physical interconnection, etc.). It creates communication channels between
client and server for data transfer.
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Figure 3.17: Layers overview of the proposed architecture for remote com-
puting. Each layer provides: Communication (L1), Orchestration (L2) and
Application (L3).
L2 - Orchestrator
This layer manages communication flow between client and server. It adapts
the data generated from the application on the client (layer 3) in a suitable
format to be adequately processed by the application layer on the server side.
This layer manages the job required by the client and sends notifications in
regards to the job’s status.
L3 - Application
This layer represents the application used both on client and server side. On
the client, it represents the pre-existing image processing software plus the
client-side tools, while on the server side it is composed of all software,
tools and means needed to provide required operations done, if necessary, as
parallel operations.
It is worth to underline that the Communication layer can be completely
implemented without knowledge of the final context and application. The
Orchestrator layer can be only partially decoupled from the specific context,
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while the Application layer cannot be delineated without a specific context
and application.
3.6.2 Communication layer
The component which implements connection establishment and management,
command transmission and file-state synchronisation is called jSecureSync. It
has been coded in Java in order to increase portability.
Running both on the client side and on the server side, it implements the
multi-client/single-server model: the client starts communication, then the
server creates a new thread for each accepted incoming connection. Once
communication is established, client and server side operate symmetrically:
on both sides, jSecureSync runs a Connection Manager module that manages
every aspect of file synchronisation over the opened channel. After the
Connection Manager starts, client and server act like peers.
Client and server modules establish two different channels (Fig. 3.17)
exploiting Java TCP/IP sockets:
• a non-secure channel (via plain TCP/IP): it is used to transmit heavy
data (like volume data) and does not carry private sensible information;
• a secure channel (via SSL over TCP/IP): it is used to transmit commands
and private sensible information.
Clients and server communicate through a protocol with low overhead
(coded in hexadecimal format). Fig. 3.18 presents the protocol commands:
• HELO: Client asks to open a channel (for synchronisation process)
with the server;
• ALIVE: Used by peers to communicate, to be active, or to ask for
information about the status of the other peer;
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• OK v1.0: The server acknowledges a client request and, at the same
time, it instruct the client on the version of the protocol used;
• SND_RQ: The peer requests to synchronise a file over the secure
channel (SSL over TCP/IP);
• INSECURE_SND_RQ: The peer requests to synchronise a file over
the non-secure channel (plain TCP/IP);
• SND_ACK: Acknowledges to allow the other peer to send over the
secure channel (SSL over TCP/IP);
• INSECURE_SND_ACK: Acknowledges to allow the other peer to
send over the non-secure channel (plain TCP/IP);
• CLOSING_CONNECTION: Calling peer informs the other one that
after this command it will stop the communications by closing all
channels (ack is not requested).
SSL/TLS channel security has been realised using a symmetric authen-
tication policy (client-authenticated mode [52–54] ), issued during user reg-
istration as an authorised client (see Fig. 3.19). This means that every new
client has to successfully achieve a one-time registration step to be recognised
as a real, authorised client and receive its couple of security certificates (one
to verify server authenticity, and the other as proof of being a trusted client to
the server). Certificates contain a Public Key and a Signature, both used to
identify the user on server-side and to grant access to server features. The pro-
cedure for authentication and authorization through certificates is achieved by
means of Java services using Java Authentication and Authorization Service
(JAAS) [133, 187] classes. This choice guarantees compatibility over different
networks architecture supporting the TCP/IP stack protocols and portability
(all virtualization is made by the Java Virtual Machine). This implementation
uses Elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) [16, 32] as session key agreement
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Figure 3.18: Client-Server communication protocol timing.
protocol, while the channel is secured by using an AES 128bit encryption
with Cipher-Block Chaining (CBC) as cipher block modality [39, 54]. The
use of Client-Authenticated mode allows the server to extract client creden-
tial directly from SSL session, making authentication and authorization step
achievable through JAAS services without using an ad-hoc access protocol.
Digital certificates are provided according to X.509 standard and key pairs
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are encrypted with a 3072bit RSA algorithm. The SSL encoded configuration
string is ‘TLS_ECDHE_RSA _WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA’ [15, 21].
JSecureSync does not perform any kind of analysis on the file to be
transmitted. It only synchronises all files in a specific folder (between client
and server), providing a trusted isolated server disk quota to every client.
Before sending, every file undergoes a compression. The compression
phase can affect both transmission time (heavy compression files are smaller
and require lower transmission time) and the required computational load
(heavy compression algorithms often require dedicated computational capa-
bility).
3.6.3 Orchestrator layer
The middle layer (L2) has been implemented as an abstract object (jFlowOrches-
trator) that provides all abstract methods to perform brokerage between L3
and L1, by orchestrating the steps of each request and the server-side compu-
tational flow progress. It also provides adaptation for the application layer
(L3) data inputs and outputs: different software can run on the application
level both on the server and on the client side requiring different file format or
data arrangement. For example, as in the case study presented in the following
sections, a medical image software could require a remote processing of a
medical study. However, it is not required to send all the data to the CAD
server (e.g. private information concerning patient name, age, etc. must be
dealt with separately). Exploiting the underlying layer (L1) services, the
Orchestrator layer (L2) takes charge over the adaptation and coordination of
the data flows. The jFlowOrchestrator provides three main abstract methods:
• bool fileFilter(File file)
This method is used to define which kind of element (including file
name, file type, folder, etc) needs to be monitored for changes;
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Figure 3.19: SSL Client Authenticated mode timing protocol.
• bool serveFileFromPeer(File file)
This method is used every time a monitored file is modified by the other
peer;
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• bool serveFileToPeer(File file)
This method is used every time a monitored file is modified by the
higher (L3) layer.
3.6.4 Application layer
The top layer (L3) has to be implemented according to client side software
and server side advanced processing software and tools. Client and server
side software must provide a way to implement a communication with L2
layer (over file system) to:
• request a job (client);
• serve a job request (server);
• execute progress synchronisation (client and server);
• provide results (server);
• retrieve results (client).
3.6.5 Orchestrator layer implementation
In medical image analysis context, all abstract methods have been imple-
mented to work on biomedical image data and server processing software:
the resulting module is called jM-FlowOrchestrator.
In this context, it is worth mentioning that DICOM is the de-facto standard
for biomedical images [175]. It is a strongly structured file composed of
image row data and patient meta-data used in human and veterinary medicine
diagnostic imaging. The DICOM standard supports the handling, storing,
printing, and transmission of medical imaging. It includes a file format
definition and a network communications protocol. The communication
protocol is an application protocol that uses TCP/IP to communicate between
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systems. DICOM standard transmission features are intentionally not used
with the aim of decoupling proposed architecture effectiveness from any
particular application context.
For advanced data processing on the server side, at layer L3, MATLAB
[163] (R2013b version) has chosen because i) it requires no special handling
of larger sized vector or matrix (images), ii) it has advanced ToolBoxes (Image
Processing, Parallel and Distributed Computing, Artificial Intelligence) and
iii) it has the ability to invoke external classification and data mining tools
(Fig. 3.22). In particular, some implemented steps of the so far depicted CAD
proposal make use of methods to interact with Weka [94] machine learning
and data mining suite. This choice makes it possible also to parallelise client
request executions by different MATLAB instances, each strongly bound
to a specific CPU using MATLAB Parallel Toolbox. It is worth noting that
the MATLAB environment has to be installed only on the server-side, while
on the client-side the pre-existing software can still be used. According to
the DICOM standard the image data can be compressed using a variety of
compression standards, including JPEG, JPEG Lossless, JPEG 2000, and
Run-length encoding (RLE). In the proposed architecture, signal intensity
data is compressed as 4D volume to exploit spatial correlation between near
slice of the same time series and temporal correlation between the same slice
across different time series. For this reason, the architecture always has a
compression stage, independently on the image format used in the DICOM
file. This thesis also demonstrates that the format file required by remote
processing tools is achieved with the appropriate organisation of the data for
a better compression ratio (see Fig. 4.14). For this reason DICOM files, after
a suitable processing step, are compressed in MATLAB format. To achieve
MATLAB compression without the MATLAB software, the open source Java
JMatIO library was used.
On the client side, jM-FlowOrchestrator performs:
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• DICOM file analysis to generate two different files: one for volume data
(‘volume.mat’ containing only signal intensity) and one containing only
meta-data (‘patient.mat’ containing only privacy sensible information).
Both files are directly stored in MATLAB file format and sent to client
by exploiting the potential of the lower layer (jSecureSync);
• Update L3 on the actual processing state (for example, the remaining
time) of the requested feature on the server side.
On the server side, jM-FlowOrchestrator performs:
• Data preparation according to the server L3 application layer’s required
formalism;
• MatLab results, data gathering and transmission to server side L1 layer;
• Client side L2 layer status updating.
Remote processing specifications (both job required and status updates) are
memorised in an XML file transmitted over the secure channel together with
MATLAB formatted files containing sensitive data. That file is periodically
exchanged between client and server.
A single DCE-MRI study can contain as many as 800 DICOM files.
Each file represents a single 2D slice and the meta-data DICOM tag about
the study and the patient. By exploiting the potentiality of the lower layer
(secure and non-secure channel offered by L1), the DICOM files are split.
The volume information, extracted from all the DICOM files of the same
patient, consists of the 12 bit coded signal intensity for each voxel and is
stored in a 4D matrix. Stripped of all sensitive information, it can be sent
over the non-secure channel (step 6 of sequence diagram in Fig. 3.20). The
meta-data provided by DICOM format normalised (often with a high internal
redundancy and with information that is not strictly necessary for the purpose
of processing) and compressed (in MATLAB format) are prepared to be
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transmitted over the secure channel (step 9 of the sequence diagram in Fig.
3.20). All compression tests on patient data were performed considering both
meta-data and signal intensity as 4D volume. Results show as MATLAB
achieves a better Compression Ratio (CR) than the Zip4j protocol (the runner-
up), exploiting the spatial and temporal correlation typical of DCE-MRI
images, and the MATLAB “sparse-matrix” data representation. For those
reasons, MATLAB compression is chosen at the middle level (L2 – jM-
FlowOrchestrator) only for the DICOM content (both on images and meta-
information). Other file types (XML) are compressed using Zip4j protocol to
preserve their human-readability.
Figure 3.20: Component level sequence diagram for a single job request
execution. Rounded rectangles on temporal line represent state changing.
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The component level sequence diagram in Fig. 3.20 shows the message
passing protocol sequence in the described context for a flow execution
scenario:
• Rounded rectangles over the temporal line represent state changing;
• Intra layer communication (a different layer on the same machine) is
performed by using file system services;
• Inner layer communication (same layer on a different machine) is
performed through communication channel provided by L1 layer.
3.6.6 Application layer implementation
On the client-side, the widespread OsiriX medical image tool [218] was
chosen, due to its powerful interface and since it has an open plug-in system.
In particular, an OsiriX plug-in capable of interacting with jM-FlowOrchestrator
(using the file system) is developed, to give the end-user the ability to:
• Export selected patient DICOM files to jM-FlowOrchestrator;
• Use GUI for required operation on server side, with the possibility to
change any parameter;
• Progress display for each required operation;
• Import obtained results from jM-FlowOrchestrator and view them by
using the powerful OsiriX interface.
The plug-in allows the user to send patient’s data (selecting the required
operation), to check in-service operation (with an estimation of the remaining
time) and to gather the results. On the arrival of the results, the system alerts
the user by means of a pop-up. Clicking the ’Retrieve Results’ button (Fig.
3.21), the OsiriX 3D viewer interface is loaded and the results are shown (in
this case, the automatically detected lesions).
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Figure 3.21: OsiriX GUI example showing how the user can check the status
of each job and can retrieve results within OsiriX main window.
On the server side, an advanced modular system for the waterfall execution
of any job flow (made up of subsequent steps) called MatlabFlowManager is
developed. Many simple modules can be combined to form a more complex
system easily through a simple XML flow configuration file. The XML
configuration file contains the modules internal settings and the modules
interconnection settings. The CAD proposal presented in this thesis is used as
server side algorithm to be executed via the proposed framework. The final
layout of the architecture, with all the chosen applications both on the client
side and on the server side, is depicted in Figure 3.22.
The DCE-MRI data segmentation flow processing defined, in accordance
with BLADeS, is achieved by means of the followings steps:
• 4D volume extraction from patient DICOM images;
• BreastMask extraction (a binary mask representative of voxel belonging
to breast parenchyma, excluding background, bone, skin and pectoral
muscles voxel);
• Motion Correction
• Lesion Segmentation (using weka [94] and libsvm [33] packages).
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Figure 3.22: The proposed architecture in the specific context of DCE-MRI
evaluation, by using OsiriX and a previously proposed CAD tool (BLADeS
[159, 200]).
• Lesion Diagnosis (using weka [94])
Each step is obtained using one or several modules developed in MAT-
LAB.
3.6.7 Architecture behaviour
To better understand the whole architecture, a step-by-step scenario of the
medical context is presented.
The physician loads the patient DCE-MRI data (from the local files or
from the clinical PACS server) into OsiriX; then loads the installed plug-in,
selects the remote required task in a drop-down menu (in that case, the name
of the remote task that implements BLADeS on the server was ‘BCA’ - ‘Breast
Cancer Analysis’) and starts a new remote job request. The plug-in takes into
account the DCE-MRI data as a whole and copies the DICOM files into the
specific folder of the Java client side of the architecture by creating a new
sub-directory named with a new unique ID. Finally, the plug-in also creates an
XML file containing the required remote job, and the status ‘Reading MRI’.
The folder monitor daemon, implemented into jM-FlowOrchestrator (L2),
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catches the XML file (step 1 of Fig. 3.20) and acquires the DICOM files
(step 5 of Fig. 3.20) by creating two different files in the MATLAB format:
one file (‘volume.mat’) containing the whole 4D volume of the DCE-MRI
image data without any patient information or any kind of private data, and
one file (‘patient.mat’) containing the sensitive data (such as patient name,
age, height, weight, etc.). jM-FlowOrchestrator (L2) saves each of these files
(the XML file - step 2 of Fig. 3.20 - and the 2 MATLAB formatted file - steps
6 and 9 of Fig. 3.20) into the folder of the lower level (L1 - jSecureSync),
marking the XML and the ‘patient.mat’ file as secure and ‘volume.mat’ as
non-secure. The folder monitor daemon, implemented into jSecureSync (L1),
as in the upper level, catches that files and transmits over the right channel
(either secure or non-secured) previously instantiated with the server side
according to the remark of the upper Layer (steps 3, 7 and 10 of Fig. 3.20).
On the server side, the jSecureSync (L1) module receives all three files
and moves them to the upper level folder (steps 4, 8 and 11 of Fig. 3.20). Into
the jM-FlowOrchestrator (L2) server module, unlike what is performed on the
client side, no specific operation is performed but simply the files are moved
from the lower transmission level to the upper application level starting the
required task (in the specific context the CAD segmentation workflow - step
18 of Fig. 3.20).
Each status update is performed by updating the XML file and re-syncing
it between the peers. For example, once the jM-FlowOrchestrator (L2) server
module starts the workflow execution, the status into the XML changes into
‘Working on Server’ and the folder monitor daemon of each level provides to
move the XML file through each level and, of course, between peers (steps
15, 16 and 17 of Fig. 3.20). Each GUI refresh shows the punctual status of
each job request (Fig. 3.21).
Once the required task is completed, the result is saved on the server side
(into MATLAB format) and, with the same strategy of the client-to-server
communication, is moved to the client side (steps 19, 20 and 21 of Fig. 3.20)
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where jM-FlowOrchestrator (L2) performs a conversion from the MATLAB
format to the XML format. It is then ready to be retrieved into the OsiriX
software upon user request.
Furthermore, once the GUI receives an XML file containing the status
‘Retrieving Results’, it alerts the user with a pop-up message.
With respect to the execution time, the whole architecture, therefore, only
adds the time needed to transmit files and adapt data formats from client to
server and vice-versa. Transmission times include: time needed to adapt data
from both applications layers; compression and decompression times and the
actual sending time via TCP or SSL channels. In the performance assessment,
we also focused on how much the architecture impacts the execution time by
evaluating the overhead percentage.
3.6.8 Exploit Parallelism
For the specific case study, the automated CAD proposal in breast DCE-MRI
deployed on the server side, is not yet ready to be directly parallelised. On
the other hand, the architecture is able to schedule different executions of
the same CAD elaboration, one for each request. Each MATLAB instance is
bound to a single job request and to a specific CPU with the aim to improve
the local performance. In this way, the architecture is able to increase the
overall system throughput, and also the one of a not parallelised service. The
jM-FlowOrchestrator (L2) together with MatlabFlowManager (L3) takes care
of the binding with the local CPUs or the dispatching of the job to a least
busy server, exploiting the parallelism in a clustered manner too.
4
Experimental Results
In this chapter will be illustrated the datasets used for the evaluation, then,
will be presented the chosen evaluation criteria to carried out the test and
finally the results of each proposed approach. Moreover, where possible, a
comparison with some literature proposals is performed.
To obtain a fair generalisation performances evaluation, a cross-validation
(CV) is required. Among the different CV techniques, Leave-one-Out CV
(LoO-CV) provides a pretty good approach by training the model on all
the dataset except for one observation (feature-set) and by testing on this
observation. In this thesis, some modules extract different feature observations
for each patient, therefore, it is mandatory to validate the model by avoid
mixing intra-patient observations. A LoO-CV on a patient basis is, then,
performed obtaining a Leave-one-Patient-Out Cross-Validation (LoPO-CV).
Each module has been evaluated by a LoPO-CV approach, and results
show a confidence level of 95% (p < 0.05).
All the results are here presented without any remark. A detailed discus-
sion with some remarks, are reported in chapter 5.
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4.1 Datasets
All the tests are performed on real Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI) data coming from different sources.
Thanks to the partnership with "Istituto Nazionale Tumori IRCCS - Fon-
dazione G.Pascale", a national institution devoted to study and care of tumours
and, with the collaboration of Antonella Petrillo, MD and Roberta Fusco,
PhD, we collected and analysed up to 42 patients (average age 40 years, in
range 16-69) with breast DCE-MRI (in order to simplify, this dataset will be
referred by the name ‘DSpascale42’). All subjects showed histopathologically
proven lesions. MRI images are recorded with a 1.5 T scanner (Magnetom
Symphony, Siemens Medical System, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with
breast coils. Per each subject, 10 series of DCE T1-weighted images (80
slices each) have been acquired with parameters reported in Table 4.2. One
series (t0) was acquired before and 9 series (t1-t9) after intravenous injection
of Gadolinium-diethylene-triamine penta-acetic acid (Gd-DOTA, Dotarem,
Guerbet, Roissy CdG Cedex, France). Injection has been performed via an
automatic system (Spectris Solaris EP MR, MEDRAD, Inc.,Indianola, PA);
Dose: 0.1 mmol/kg; Injection flow rate: 2 ml/s and followed by a flush of 10
ml saline solution.
The dataset also contains the following ground-truth: the segmentation
of breast tissues and a voxel-by-voxel segmentation of all the suspicious
nodules (both benignant lesions and malignant tumours). Moreover, the
histopathologically proven malignity has been reported for each lesion (19
benign lesions and 23 malignant) as reported in the table 4.1.
The available ground truth for the first depicted dataset is sufficient to
validate the breast segmentation, the lesion segmentation and the lesion
classification modules. All the information about the follow-up of the patients
are not available for this dataset.
With the aim of also validate the follow-up module, others dataset have
been considered in this thesis. Two public sources have been used and fused
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Benignant Lesions
— Fibroadenoma 12
— Fibrocystic Dysplasia 3
— Not Defined 4
19
Malignant Lesions
— Ductal 2
— Infiltrating Ductal 9
— In Situ Ductal 3
— Infiltrating Lobular. 2
— Infiltrating Ductal-Lobular 2
— Not Defined 5
23
Table 4.1: Lesions details for the private dataset ‘DSpascale42’.
to obtain a bigger set of 226 patients only composed by malignant lesions but
complete of the ground truth about the follow-up endpoint.
During neoadjuvant chemotherapy for breast cancer analysis, three DCE-
MRI scans were scheduled for all patients in the ensemble: MRI1 before
treatment; MRI2 after one cycle of chemotherapy; MRI3 after completion
of Anthracycline treatment and before surgery or further treatment. Sub-
jects receiving Taxane were scheduled for an additional exam, MRI4, after
completion of all chemotherapy treatment and before surgery (see Figure
2.7).
The first public dataset [41, 182] of this ensemble is composed of 64
patients (in order to simplify, this dataset will be referred by the name ‘DSpub-
lic64’). MRI images are recorded with 1.5 T scanner (Signa, GE Healthcare,
Milwaukee, WI) using a phased array breast coil. Per each subject, 10 series
of DCE T1-weighted fat-suppressed images (different number of slices each)
have been acquired unilaterally with parameters reported in Table 4.2.
A minimum of three time points was acquired during each contrast-
enhanced MRI protocol: a pre-contrast scan (t0), followed by 2 consecutive
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post-contrast time points: early (t1) and late (t2) phases. The gadopentetate
dimeglumine contrast agent (Magnevist, Bayer HealthCare, Berlin, Germany),
was injected at a dose of 0.1 mmol/kg of body weight (injection rate = 1.2
mL per second) followed by a 10 mL saline flush, with injection starting
coincident with the start of the early t1 phase acquisition. Imaging time was
approximately 5 minutes per acquisition, resulting in effective early and late
post-contrast time points of 2.5 minutes and 7.5 minutes from the start of
the contrast injection, respectively, using standard k-space sampling. Fat
suppression was performed using a frequency-selective inversion recovery
preparatory pulse.
The second public dataset [41, 112] of the ensemble contains 162 subjects
(in order to simplify, this dataset will be referred by the name ‘DSpublic162’).
MRI images have been performed on a 1.5T field strength scanner using a
dedicated breast radio-frequency coil. All the contrast-enhanced T1-weighted
images have been performed unilaterally over the symptomatic breast and in
the sagittal orientation. The contrast-enhanced series consist of a high resolu-
tion (61mm in-plane spatial resolution) three-dimensional, fat-suppressed,
T1-weighted gradient echo sequence as reported in the Table 4.2 Scan time
length for the T1-weighted sequence was required to be between 4.5 and
5 minutes. The sequence was acquired once before contrast injection and
repeated at least twice following injection.
The datasets are used in the following modality: ‘DSpascale42’ has been
used to test individually the breast mask extraction, the motion correction, the
lesion detection and diagnosis modules. The ‘DSpublic64’ and ‘DSpublic162’
have been used to test the therapy assessment stage as a combined bigger
dataset and as training and test (to further validate the proposed approach).
Furthermore, the ‘DSpascale42’ was used as a test set for the whole workflow
from the breast mask extraction till to the lesion classification with the aim of
validating a complete automatic CAD.
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DSpascale42 DSpublic64 DSpublic162
Sequence FLASH 3D FLASH 3D FLASH 3D
Plane Coronal Sagittal Sagittal
Fat Suppression No Yes Yes
Field 1.5 T 1.5 T 1.5 T
TR 9.8 ms 8 ms 620 ms
TE 4.76 ms 4.2 ms 4.5 ms
FA 25 deg 20 deg 645 deg
FoV 370x185 mm2 18-20x18-20 cm2 16-18x16-18 cm2
Matrix 256x128 px 256x192 px > 256x192 px
Pixel Size 1.445 mm 0.70x0.94 mm 61 mm
Thickness 2 mm 1.4 mm 6 2.5 mm
TA 56 s 18.2 s 4.5-5 min
Table 4.2: DCE-MRI acquisition parameters for the different used dataset.
4.2 Evaluation Strategies
With the aim of providing a proper effectiveness evaluation for each stage of
the CAD, specific procedures have been developed.
4.2.1 Breast mask and Segmentation evaluation
The breast mask and the segmentation stages provide voxel-by-voxel binary
masks as result. To asses the effectiveness of the proposed approaches, the
extracted masks are compared with a manually segmented gold-standard by
an experienced radiologist. To quantitatively compare obtained masks with
respect to the gold-standard, it is possible to consider measures based on True
Positive (T P), True Negative (T N), False Positive (FP) and False Negative
(FN), or regions overlap measures (as in Section 1.3.1 and Figure 1.11).
• Accuracy: an overall index for the goodness of segmentation, that con-
siders correctly segmented voxels with respect to all voxels. Accuracy
is calculated as: ACC = (T P+T N)/(T P+T N+FP+FN).
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• Sensitivity: defined as the number of voxels of the gold standard
correctly segmented over the total number of voxel of the gold standard
mask. It gives information on over-segmentation: a value next to 1
indicates a high precision in recognising the real mask, while values
next to 0 indicate an high number of wrong (over) segmented voxels.
Sensitivity is calculated as: SEN = (T P)/(T P+FN).
• Specificity: defined as the number of voxels correctly segmented as not
belonging to the gold standard over the total number of voxel not be-
longing to the ground truth. It gives information on under-segmentation:
a value next to 1 indicates a high precision in recognising voxels out-
side if the original mask, while values next to 0 indicate an high num-
ber of wrong (under) segmented voxels. Specificity is calculated as:
SPE = (T N)/(T N+FP).
• Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) [51]: an overlap measure used to
compare the similarity between the Gold Standard (GS) volume and
the automatic segmented (SEG) one. DSC is calculated as: DSC = (2 ·
n(GS∩SEG))/(n(GS)+n(SEG)), where n(·) represents the number
of voxels in the enclosed volume.
To statistically validate results, a leave-one-patient-out approach was
used.
4.2.2 Motion Correction Quality Index evaluations
Reference Ranking
In order to compare the performance of the different Quality Indexes (QIs)
the following approach is proposed. First, a ‘reference ranking’ of the Motion
Correction Techniques (MCTs) is determined. Subsequently, each QI has
been used to provide a ranking of the MCTs. Finally, the QI that provides the
ranking most similar to the reference one is selected.
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The reference ranking has been achieved exploiting the a posteriori ac-
curacy of the tumour segmentation for each subject. The segmentation is
achieved with the lesion detection module of the proposed CAD. The accu-
racy has been calculated with respect to a manual, voxel-by-voxel, segmented
Region of Interest (ROI).
According to the Figure 4.1 a flow of the first three stages was imple-
mented to produce the reference ranking and for the comparison patient-by-
patient. The lesion detection accuracy has been used for ranking of the MCTs
for each patient.
BreastMask
Extraction
Motion
Correction
Preselection Segmentation
(by classification)
Feature
Extraction
Reference
Ranking
QI
Ranking
Comparison and
evaluation
Figure 4.1: Processing flow for ‘reference ranking’ and assessment strategy. In
order to rank different MCTs, the first tree module of the CAD has been used.
Each MCT was assigned a rank on the basis of the agreement between the
CAD segmented Region of Interest (ROI) with a manual ROI. Subsequently,
the ranking of different MCTs was compared with the ranking obtained by
means of the QI.
Comparison among rankings
The effectiveness of each QI was evaluated by extracting and comparing the
Spearman rank correlation coefficients (S-RCC). This coefficient has been
evaluated comparing the ranking provided by each QI with respect to the
‘reference ranking’ (Figure 4.1) according to the following:
S-RCC = 1− 6∑d
2
i
n(n2−1) (4.1)
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where di is the element-wise difference between ranks and n is the number of
rank positions.
4.2.3 Remote Architecture evaluation
With the purpose of assessing the proposed architecture for remote execution
of the so far designed protocols, the following tests have been executed.
Data compression tests
Different compression protocols have been compared: Java Native Zip library,
Lempel-Ziv-Markov (LZMA), the Zip4j open source library and MATLAB
file format compression. The Zip4j library has been chosen due to its large
diffusion. It provides several levels of compression (0. Store, 1. Fastest, 3.
Fast, 5. Normal, 7. Maximum, 9. Ultra) requiring different times. Of course,
the compression ratio and compression times affect the transmission times.
Therefore, in order to choose the optimal compromise between compression
ratio and the overall transmission time, several compression levels have been
tested evaluating the Compression Ratio (CR) as in the equation 4.2:
CR[%] =
(
1− compressed size
original size
)
·100 (4.2)
As the DICOM files include private information that must be sent on the
secure channel (see Section 3.6.2), the compressed DICOM images have
not been sent. Instead, the Orchestrator layer (see Section 3.6.3) extracts
meta-information, sending it only one time for each patient, before signal
intensity 4D data. This has the advantage of not sending the same information
multiple times, i.e. the patient meta-data.
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Transmission and Execution tests
The total execution times, made up of both transmission times (from client to
server and vice-versa) and the server computational time, have been compared
to evaluate transmission and execution times.
The transmission time includes all the operations required by the proposed
architecture (such as the compression/decompression time or the time needed
to adapt data from both application layers) to move the execution of the
required job from a local context to a remote environment.
Moreover, the Overhead (OH) has been calculated according to the equa-
tion 4.3.
OH[%] =
TrasmissionTime
TrasmissionTime+ExecutionTime
·100 (4.3)
Scalability test
To evaluate performance and feasibility of the proposed system, local exe-
cution vs. remote server execution has been evaluated. The total execution
time (constituted by client-to-server transmission time, server processing
time, server-to-client transmission time) in the client-server architecture is
compared with the time needed by the same operation when it is entirely
performed on physician’s workstation.
Scalability has been tested by evaluating the system throughput (number
of produced output per time unit, considered as the number of results pro-
duced by the system in one hour under a huge load regime) in four different
configurations:
• Local: job is entirely performed on the radiology workstation;
• 1 CPU: job is performed through server using one CPU;
• 2 CPUs: job is performed through server using two CPUs;
• 4 CPUs: job is performed through server using four CPUs.
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Throughput is defined in eq.4.4 (for the local configuration) and in eq.4.5
(for the remote configurations) and the unit of measurement is: jobsh .
T Plocal =
(
1hour
single_ job_execution_time
)
(4.4)
T Pserver =
(
1hour
single_ job_execution_time
)
·#CPU (4.5)
For each remote configuration, the speed-up has been calculated according
to eq.4.6 as proposed in [101].
speedup =
T Premote
T Plocal
(4.6)
4.3 Pre-processing Phases
In this section, the results of Breast Mask extraction and motion correction
are reported. The motion correction module performs a data-drive motion
correction techniques (MCTs) selection.
4.3.1 Breast Mask Extraction
To verify the effectiveness of each step which composes the proposed breast
masking extraction approach, Table 4.3 compares the performance obtained
by applying all the breast mask extraction stages versus those obtained by
using only a Fuzzy C-Means clustering (stages 1 and 3) and those obtained by
all stages but the post-processing refinements. The reported results confirmed
that the use of all stages gives rise to the best performance.
The tables 4.4 and 4.5 compares the results of the proposed approach with
those obtained by using our implementation of the algorithms described in
section 2.1.1. Both tables report the median values over 42 patients (‘DSpas-
cale42’) of ACC, SPE, SEN and DSC, while table 4.5 also shows lesion
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Stages ACC [%] SPE [%] SEN [%] DSC [%]
1,3 95.83 (±0.60) 74.65 (±3.85) 99.41 (±0.04) 81.94 (±4.30)
1,2,3 96.75 (±0.39) 86.88 (±2.62) 98.59 (±0.23) 87.55 (±2.68)
All 97.56 (±0.42) 95.67 (±1.11) 98.12 (±0.41) 91.36 (±1.49)
Table 4.3: Performance comparison among different combination of proposed
breast mask extraction method stages. The table shows median values over 42
patients (‘DSpascale42’) with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals.
coverage (minimum, maximum and average value over 42 patients) and
execution times.
As it is evident, the proposed method obtained the best results, with an
accuracy and dice similarity index of 97,56 (±0,42) and 91,36 (±1,49)
respectively. Moreover, it produces a breast mask that always includes neo-
plastic lesion (with a coverage of 100% in all considered patients), even when
located across pectoral muscle or under the armpit cavities.
Method ACC [%] SPE [%] SEN [%] DSC [%]
Our Proposal 97.56 (±0.42) 95.67 (±1.11) 98.12 (±0.41) 91.36 (±1.49)
Wu et al.[267] 88.41 (±2.50) 96.07 (±0.76) 89.18 (±3.24) 68.96 (±10.46)
Fooladivanda et al.[68] 87.57 (±2.97) 87.43 (±5.36) 88.10 (±4.02) 65.40 (±10.32)
Lu et al.[151] 86.20 (±3.03) 87.14 (±3.07) 87.05 (±3.97) 63.41 (±7.80)
Vignati et al.[252] 82.40 (±1.13) 99.90 (±0.25) 79.29 (±1.32) 60.32 (±3.57)
Goshal et al.[84] 80.10 (±2.68) 98.70 (±0.28) 77.60 (±2.63) 58.80 (±7.74)
Table 4.4: Comparison of the breast mask extraction proposed approach
with some literature proposals (1/2). The table shows median values ob-
tained in Leave-one-Patient-Out over 42 patients (‘DSpascale42’) with the
corresponding 95% confidence intervals.
Finally, figure 4.2 shows an image for each of the four stages of the
proposed method, describing the key characteristics, while figure 4.3 shows
the final extracted 3D breast mask.
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Method Lesion Coverage [%] Exec. Time [s]Min Max Avg
Our Proposal 100.00 100.00 100.00 81.01 (±0.00)
Wu et al.[267] 0.00 100.00 94.95 196.90 (±6.97)
Fooladivanda et al.[68] 21.71 100.00 85.31 more than 1h
Lu et al.[151] 11.37 100.00 90.68 227.12 (±5.07)
Vignati et al.[252] 100.00 100.00 100.00 3.97 (±0.05)
Goshal et al.[84] 96.20 100.00 99.86 88.16 (±1.04)
Table 4.5: Comparison of the breast mask extraction proposed approach
with some literature proposals (2/2). The table shows median values ob-
tained in Leave-one-Patient-Out over 42 patients (‘DSpascale42’) with the
corresponding 95% confidence intervals.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.2: Breastmask extraction stage by stage results (in transversal pro-
jection). (a) Basic Otsu’s segmentation: the armpit cavities were not included.
(b) Grey level representation of the weighted combined class membership,
with geometrical key-points and their pertinence sphere (yellow points and
circles). In cyan the cuboid boundaries. (c) Segmentation of the weighted
combined class membership. (d) Final mask segmentation, over the real data,
after post-processing refinements. It is worth noticing how armpit cavities
breast parenchyma was correctly included and hole were filled.
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Figure 4.3: Final 3D reprodution of breast mask extracted with the proposed
approach.
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4.3.2 Data Driven MCT Selection
The table 4.6 shows the ‘Reference Ranking’ evaluated for each of 30 subjects
(a subset of ‘DSpascale42’) over all the MCTs and used to produce the final
assessment of the proposed Quality Index (QI) in choosing the best motion
correction technique (MCT).
The table 4.7 presents the performances of all the QIs introduced in the
Section 3.1.2. The ranking of each patient obtained with each QI is compared
to the reference ranking (see table 4.6) in terms of Spearman (S-RCC) rank
correlation coefficient. The median values are reported.
In the last section, a sampling strategy is applied with the aim of improving
the performance of the QI (ETK-P - see table 4.7) evaluation. By varying the
percentage of the whole volume in the range from 100% to 0% with a step of
0.01%, the median value over the Monte Carlo simulation (100 iterations) is
evaluated. The results are presented in fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Result of sub-sampling strategy in terms of S-RCC over the
sampling percentage.
The sub-sampling approach is able to reduce the computation time of the
QI from about 15 hours to 30 minutes (by using a percentage of 15%) without
affecting the global performances.
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Finally, with the aim of assessing the effectiveness of QI for the problem
of selecting the best MCT tailor for the patient, the hit-rate is calculated by
varying the sampling percentage. The hit-rate is obtained by comparing, for
each patient, the first rank provided by the QI with the ‘reference ranking’.
The results on the Monte Carlo simulation (100 iterations) provide the hit-rate
(fig. 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Hit percentage over the sampling percentage.
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p01 9 7 4 1 6 5 3 8 2
p02 2 5 6 1 4 4 8 7 3
p03 5 4 3 9 6 1 8 7 2
p04 2 4 6 7 5 3 4 9 1
p05 4 5 2 1 4 6 7 8 3
p06 2 9 4 1 5 7 8 6 3
p07 2 1 5 3 7 8 6 9 4
p08 3 4 1 2 4 4 7 6 5
p09 8 5 2 3 6 7 4 9 1
p10 9 4 1 2 3 5 6 8 7
p11 4 6 3 2 7 8 5 9 1
p12 4 2 1 1 2 2 2 5 3
p13 6 5 7 8 1 4 2 9 3
p14 6 8 4 1 3 2 7 9 5
p15 3 3 2 1 2 2 3 4 2
p16 6 7 4 1 2 3 7 8 5
p17 4 6 3 1 8 5 7 9 2
p18 4 6 2 1 5 7 3 9 8
p19 8 4 3 1 6 7 6 5 2
p20 4 5 9 3 2 1 6 8 7
p21 7 6 1 6 2 3 9 8 5
p22 4 7 2 1 6 3 9 8 5
p23 2 5 3 2 5 4 6 7 1
p24 5 7 2 1 6 4 3 9 8
p25 5 3 4 2 2 6 7 8 1
p26 4 7 2 1 6 2 5 8 3
p27 4 6 2 1 8 7 5 9 3
p28 3 4 2 1 7 5 8 9 6
p29 4 1 2 3 1 2 2 4 1
p30 6 7 1 2 4 5 3 8 9
median 4 5 2.5 1 5 4 6 8 3
mode 4 4 2 1 6 2 7 9 3
Table 4.6: Reference ranking. For each subject (row) the rank (with respect
to the CAD accuracy results) of each MCT is reported. It is worth to note
that although the median filtering approach (MEDx3 and MEDx5) achieve, in
general, better results with respect to other MCTs, no single MCT is always
in the first rank position for all the subjects.
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QI S-RCC
R-MSE 6.90%
PSRN 13.56%
N-CC 18.26%
HB 31.31%
GCTT 51.15%
TK-W 55.95%
TK-P 59.17%
ETK-W 58.33%
ETK-P 73.91%
MIX-MIN 66.67%
MIX-MEAN 64.17%
MIX-MAX 61.67%
MIX-MEDIAN 60.35%
Table 4.7: Comparison among QIs. The Spearman (S-RCC) rank correlation
coefficients have been calculated per each subject by comparing the ranking
produced by each QI (in the rows) with the ‘reference ranking’ (in table 4.6).
Median values over 30 patients (a subset of ‘DSpascale42’) are reported.
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4.4 Lesion Detection
The figure 4.6 shows (in red) a manually segmented ROI (the gold-standard)
over the pre-contrast DCE-MRI image.
Figure 4.6: DCE-MRI slice in a pre-contrast image with a manual selected
ROI (in red).
The figures 4.7 and 4.8 summarises the results produced by each step
of the proposed method for a benignant lesion and for a malignant lesion
respectively.
The table 4.8 reports the results of the evaluation study with and without
motion correction and pre-selection phase, and by varying the classifier. For
each combination, the table reports the mean value (evaluated on a leave-one-
patient-out basis) of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy, in decreasing order
of accuracy.
To further validate the detection approach, table 4.9 reports an evaluation
on a bigger dataset of 42 patients (the whole ‘DSpascale42’ dataset). In
this table only the Motion Correction varies; the pre-selection is always
applied and Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used. Moreover, more Motion
Correction techniques have been tested: Affine deformations, Free Form
Deformation (FFD) with cubic or linear interpolation and Elastix [122], an
open source software for intensity-based medical image registration. All the
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Figure 4.7: Detection results on a benign lesion: a) Brest-mask; b) Manual
ROI lesion segmentation (red perimeter); c) Pre-selection mask (green area);
d) automatic detected ROI (yellow area).
Figure 4.8: Detection results on a malignant lesion: a) Brest-mask; b) Manual
ROI lesion segmentation (red perimeter); c) Pre-selection mask (green area);
d) automatic detected ROI (yellow area).
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Motion Pre-Selection Classifier ACC SEN SPECorrection [%] [%] [%]
Median (3px) Yes SVM 98.70 71.56 98.94
Median (3px) Yes RF 98.65 67.78 98.95
Median (3px) Yes MLP 98.63 72.82 98.85
Rigid Reg. Yes SVM 98.57 67.13 98.85
Rigid Reg. Yes MLP 98.48 68.79 98.74
Rigid Reg. Yes RF 98.40 64.19 98.70
None Yes SVM 98.39 69.82 98.66
None Yes RF 98.31 65.92 98.62
None Yes MLP 97.87 72.61 98.13
Median (3px) No RF 95.07 90.81 95.10
Median (3px) No SVM 94.75 92.74 94.75
Rigid Reg. No RF 94.28 90.19 94.30
None No RF 94.19 90.74 94.21
Rigid Reg. No SVM 94.00 91.20 94.00
Rigid Reg. No MLP 93.97 92.18 93.98
None No MLP 93.75 90.65 93.76
Median (3px) No MLP 93.73 92.82 93.71
None No SVM 93.61 91.08 93.61
Table 4.8: ROI detection performance. Median values obtained in Leave-one-
Patient-Out over 26 patients (a subset of ‘DSpascale42’) are reported. In each
row, a different motion correction, classifier and pre-selection are presented.
results in the tables have been demonstrated to be statistically significant
different (p < 0.05).
Table 4.10 reports the best result for lesion detection compared with other
methodologies: a pixel-based approach proposed by Torricelli2003 et al.
[244], another proposal based on dynamic features and MLP classifier [72],
and a pixel-based approach based only on thresholding the Relative Enhancing
(RE) (which is, indeed, our pre-selection methodology as described in the
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Motion Correction ACC [%] SEN [%] SPE [%] AUC [%]
Median (3px) 95.71 82.72 96.06 85.15
None 93.96 77.96 94.82 85.21
Affine (w. Cubic Interp.) 93.75 80.30 94.94 85.36
Affine (w. Linear Interp.) 93.72 80.53 95.10 85.47
Rigid Reg. 92.86 77.52 94.57 86.65
Elastix 92.77 85.27 94.04 84.99
Median (5px) 92.40 83.09 94.45 83.63
FFD (w. Cubic Interp.) 91.70 79.97 93.03 84.32
FFD (w. Linear Interp.) 79.00 49.02 80.43 63.38
Table 4.9: ROI detection performance. Median values obtained in Leave-one-
Patient-Out over 42 patients (‘DSpascale42’) are reported. In each row, the
influence of different motion corrections are evaluated.
section 3.2.1). All the results in the tables have been demonstrated to be
statistically significant different (p < 0.05).
Methodology ACC [%] SEN [%] SPE [%] AUC [%]
Proposed Methodology 95.71 (±0.02) 82.72 (±0.03) 96.05 (±0.02) 89.39 (±0.02)
Torricelli et al. [244] 94.13 (±0.02) 41.32 (±0.03) 89.45 (±0.02) 65.39 (±0.03)
Fusco et al. [72] 84.23 (±0.03) 90.24 (±0.02) 82.88 (±0.03) 86.56 (±0.02)
Pixel-Based on RE 81.23 (±0.03) 85.56 (±0.03) 82.45 (±0.03) 84.01 (±0.02)
Table 4.10: Performance comparison of the proposed method with other ap-
proaches. Median values obtained in Leave-one-Patient-Out over 42 patients
(‘DSpascale42’) are reported.
In order to better analyse the results, figures 4.9 and 4.10 compare the
automatic segmented region obtained for a benign and a malignant lesion,
respectively, by using the approaches reported in table 4.10. In this case,
the advantage of using the lesion detection module, proposed in this thesis,
appears even more evident.
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Figure 4.9: Comparing lesion detection results for a benign lesion: a) our
proposed approach; b) the pixel-based approach by [244]; c) the MLP-based
approach by [72]; d) pre-selection mask.
Figure 4.10: Comparing lesion detection results for a malignant lesion: a) our
proposed approach; b) the pixel-based approach by [244]; c) the MLP-based
approach by [72]; d) pre-selection mask. Note that in this case b) was not
able to detect the lesion.
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4.5 Lesion Diagnosis
Figure 4.11 shows the three Local Binary Patterns on Three Orthogonal Planes
(LBP-TOP) concatenated histograms extracted for the ROI in Fig.4.6 with a
temporal radius 1.
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Figure 4.11: LBP-TOP concatenated histograms per each orthogonal plane
corresponding to the ROI showed in fig.4.6.
In the Table 4.11 Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity per each motion
correction technique and classifier have been reported. In all the experiments
LBP-TOP feature was extracted using the complete feature-set (ALL). Rows
are ordered according to decreasing accuracy (highest on the top row).
For the subsequent analysis, on the basis of Table 4.11, the best combi-
nation of classifier and motion correction having the highest accuracy have
been selected. In Table 4.12 the performance of such a combination (RF
as classifier and median filtering with a 5px windows as motion correction
technique) have been assessed with different feature sets as described in Table
3.3.
The table 4.13 reports the comparison between the performance of the
lesion diagnosis proposal (first row in Tab. 4.12) and other approaches
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Motion Correction Classifier ACC [%] SEN [%] SPE [%]
Median RF 80.80 86.70 72.70
No RF 76.90 80.00 72.70
No MLP 73.10 93.30 45.50
No SVM 69.20 100.0 27.30
Median MLP 61.50 93.30 18.20
Median SVM 61.50 93.30 18.20
Table 4.11: Lesion diagnosis results per each combination of Motion Correc-
tion technique and Classifier. LBP-TOP were evaluated by using the complete
feature-set (ALL). Rows are ordered according to decreasing accuracy (high-
est on the top row). Median values obtained in Leave-one-Patient-Out over
26 patients (a subset of ‘DSpascale42’) are reported.
Feature Set ACC [%] SEN [%] SPE [%]
YT 84.60 80.00 90.90
ALL 80.80 86.70 72.70
XTYT 76.90 80.00 72.70
XY 69.20 80.00 54.50
XYXT 65.40 66.70 63.60
XYYT 61.50 66.70 54.50
XT 57.70 66.70 45.50
Table 4.12: Lesion diagnosis results per each Feature Set using the Random
Forest as classifier and the Median Filter (5px) as Motion Correction tech-
nique. Rows are ordered according to decreasing accuracy (highest on the top
row). Median values obtained in Leave-one-Patient-Out over 26 patients (a
subset of ‘DSpascale42’) are reported.
proposed so far in the literature using different feature sets extracted from
our dataset. In particular, it is worth to note that Fusco et al. [72] used
both Dynamic and Morphological feature with a Multiple Classifiers System
(MCS), while Glaßer et al. [81] combine Clinical and Morphological feature
into a Decision Tree classifier.
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A comparison with the deep learning approach proposed by Antroprova
et al. [12] is also reported. In [12] the authors apply transfer learning to the
lesion diagnosis task, by using AlexNet [126] pre-trained on natural images
from ImageNet [50]. As proposed by the authors, we trained a Support Vector
machine (we used a polynomial kernel with degree 3) on the output of the
last internal layer of AlexNet. For a fair comparison, a leave-one-patient- out
cross-validation has been performed instead of the hold-out proposed in [12]-
The results of the Convolutional Neural Network are obtained by using the
neural network toolbox from MATLAB and performed using our University’s
grid computing infrastructure SCoPE (scope.unina.it) where five NVIDIA
Tesla K20m GPU are available.
Author Methodology ACC SEN SPE AUC[%] [%] [%] [%]
Our proposal LBP-TOP + RF 83.33 95.14 66.67 88.41
Fusco et al. [72]
Dyn. only + NB 59.52 65.22 52.63 58.92
Morph. only + DT 64.29 43.48 89.47 66.48
Dyn. & Morph. + MCS 69.05 78.26 57.89 68.08
Antropova et al. [12] DeepCNN as ‘feature
66.67 78.26 52.63 67.85
extractor’ + SVM
Glaßer et al. [81] Morph. & Clinical + DT 64.29 95.65 26.32 60.98
Table 4.13: Comparison among performances of our proposal, for ROI diag-
nosis, with different approaches in literature (on the private dataset). Median
values obtained in Leave-one-Patient-Out over 42 patients (‘DSpascale42’)
are reported. DT: Decision Tree; MCS: Multiple Classifier System; Dyn.:
Dynamic Feature; Morph.: Morphological Feature.
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis of the classical machine
learning results in table 4.13 has been presented in the figure 4.12
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Figure 4.12: ROC analysis for the proposed approach and for the competitors
for the ROI diagnosis task performed over 42 patients (‘DSpascale42’). The
quantitative evaluation is in table 4.13.
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4.6 Therapy Assessment
The Therapy Assessment module has been evaluated on two public datasets,
‘DSpublic64’ and ‘DSpublic162’ as reported in the section 4.1. The classifiers
of the ensemble have been trained on one of the available datasets and then
tested on the other one; and vice-versa. Results are reported in the Table
4.14 and 4.15. Since the results of this evaluation show a low Sensitivity, the
proposed approach has been evaluated in a Leave-one-patient-out modality
on the union of both the datasets
ACC [%] SEN [%] SPE [%] AUC [%]
Dynamic & Pharmacokinetic 77.20 16.70 98.30 68.30
Clinical & Geometrical 76.50 26.20 94.20 63.90
Combined (wMV) 79.00 40.50 92.50 73.10
Table 4.14: Therapy assessment results. Training on ‘DSpublic64’ and Testing
on ‘DSpublic162’. Median values are reported.
ACC [%] SEN [%] SPE [%] AUC [%]
Dynamic & Pharmacokinetic 68.80 20.00 100.00 69.00
Clinical & Geometrical 71.90 44.00 89.70 71.00
Combined (wMV) 71.90 60.00 79.50 73.60
Table 4.15: Therapy assessment results. Training on ‘DSpublic162’ and
Testing on ‘DSpublic64’. Median values are reported.
In the Table 4.16 are shown the leave-one-patient-out result of recurrence
classification for each branch and the combined result by means of weighted
majority voting. The results are in terms of Accuracy, Specificity, Sensitivity
and Area Under ROC Curve (AUC).
ROC analysis for each of the classifier in the MCS and the combined
result is presented in the figure 4.13
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ACC [%] SEN [%] SPE [%] AUC [%]
Dynamic & Pharmacokinetic 76.44 59.70 83.70 75.80
Clinical & Geometrical 75.20 28.40 95.00 73.30
Combined (wMV) 77.90 61.20 84.90 79.10
Table 4.16: Therapy assessment results on the union of ‘DSpublic64’ and
‘DSpublic162’. Median values obtained in Leave-one-Patient-Out are re-
ported.
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Figure 4.13: ROC analysis for the proposed approach of Therapy Assessment
over 42 patients. Each branch and the combined result is reported. The
quantitative evaluation is in table 4.16.
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4.7 Putting it all together
The Table 4.17 reports the results of a cascade of operation in terms of
Accuracy, Sensitivity, Specificity for the first stages up to the ROI Diagnosis
are reported. When applicable, Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) and Area
Under ROC Curve (AUC) is also reported. For convenience, the stand-alone
execution results are reported in the table.
Module ACC [%] SEN [%] SPE [%] DSC [%] AUC [%]
Breast Mask 97.56 95.67 98.12 91.36 -
ROI Detection 92.34 (95.71) 82.72 (82.72) 94.34 (96.06) 61.15 83.46 (85.15)
ROI Diagnosis 71.43 (83.33) 86.96 (95.14) 52.63 (66.67) - 74.71 (88.41)
Table 4.17: Performance evaluation of the first stages up to the ROI Diagnosis.
For convenience, the results of stand-alone execution are reported again (in
grey). Median values obtained in Leave-one-Patient-Out over 42 patients
(‘DSpascale42’) are shown.
4.8 Remote Architecture
In the following the results of the remote architecture evaluation according to
the designed tests.
4.8.1 Compression tests
Four different compression protocols have been tested: Java Native Zip library,
Lempel-Ziv-Markov (LZMA achieved using 7z open-source Java library), the
Zip4j open source Java library and MATLAB file format compression. The
transmission times of the whole dataset (for each patient) have been evaluated
on a 10/100mbps Ethernet LAN. The table 4.18 reports the average results of
the compression tests for Zip4j.
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Compression Compressed Compression Compression Trasmission
Level Size (MB) Ratio (%) Time (s) Time (s)
0 (Store) 111 0.00% 0.43 8.38
1 (Fastest) 34 68.78% 0.83 6.38
3 (Fast) 34 68.78% 1.12 6.42
5 (Normal) 32 70.33% 3.22 6.13
7 (Maximun) 31 71.28% 10.26 5.97
9 (Ultra) 31 71.48% 26.20 5.91
Table 4.18: Zip compression level impact on transmission time. The average
size of an original DICOM study is about 111 MB. The compression ratio
of Zip is about 70% for all levels. The level 1 (reported in bold) is the best
trade-off between short transmission and compression times.
Zip4j can achieve a compression ratio of about 70% for all levels. Higher
levels of compression do not seem to significantly improve the compression
ratio. They dilate compression times without dramatically reducing the trans-
mission times (that follows an exponential decrease with a lower-bound to
about 6 seconds). The level 1 is the best trade-off between short transmission
and compression times. It is worth noting some communication errors that
alter the transmission time (on the Level 3 test) due to the best-effort feature
of the TCP/IP protocol, over which, all the test have been performed.
The Figure 4.14 shows the average compression ratio computed over the
overall patient dataset for each compression protocol. For each test, data is
composed of both meta-information and signal intensity data. It is possible
to appreciate that Zip4j algorithm (the runner-up), has a compression ratio
approximately 10% lower than MATLAB results. All other files (XML) are
compressed with Zip4j.
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Figure 4.14: Compression ratio comparison between different compression
methods, including MATLAB.
4.8.2 Transmission and Execution tests
the Figure 4.15 shows the distribution of execution and transmission times.
Median values of execution (175s) and transmission (4.5s) times have been
indicated as red lines.
The server side has been implemented on an Intel Core i7-3630QM
64bit Quad Core 2,4GHz equipped with 12GB RAM. Also in this case the
transmission times have been evaluated on a 10/100mbps Ethernet LAN, a
100/1000mbps Ethernet LAN, a cheap xDSL (nominal 4mbps) and a MPLS
(nominal 10mbps). Each average overhead was calculated according to eq.
4.3 and is shown in the Table 4.19 (for decreasing values of overhead).
In Figure 4.15, it can be observed that the transmission time has spread
over a small interval (3 to 6s), while the execution time has two clear outliers
of about 549s and 713s. These are due to two patients having a very high
number of voxels to analyse.
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Figure 4.15: Distribution of remote execution and transmission times using
1 CPU on server node. Median values of execution (175s) and transmission
(4.5s) have been indicated as red lines.
Nominal Transmission
Network Speed time Overhead
[mbps] [s] [%]
xDSL 4 17.104 9.15
LAN 100 4.541 2,62
MPLS (PPPoA) 10 2.832 1,66
fast LAN 1000 2.817 1,65
Table 4.19: Overhead in different network configuration (the execution time
assess on about 188s). It is worth noticing that transmission time could be
afflicted by network load (best-effort treatment).
4.8.3 Scalability evaluation
In the Table 4.20, are reported the average execution times of four different
server side architecture configurations according to Section 4.2.3. Remote
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execution times include image processing and transmission between client
and server (and vice-versa). In the client-server approach, the server has been
implemented on an Intel Core i7-3630QM 64bit Quad Core 2,4GHz equipped
with 12GB RAM. The local evaluation has been tested on a typical OsiriX
workstation (Apple iMac with Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz equipped with 3GB
RAM) with lower characteristic than the client-server approach. Also in this
case, transmission times have been evaluated on a 10/100mbps Ethernet LAN.
execution time
mean std.dev. throughput speed-up
[s] [s] [ jobs/h]
Local (1 job) 229.34 145.19 15.7 -
Remote (1 CPU, 1 job) 192.60 128.05 18.7 1.2
Remote (2 CPUs, 2 job) 199.40 130.41 36.1 2.3
Remote (4 CPUs, 4 job) 204.31 130.59 70.5 4.5
Table 4.20: Average execution times, throughput and speed-up in the different
cases.
It is worth noticing that the execution times remain almost unchanged in all
the considered configurations. However, as Table 4.20 shows, the throughput
and the speed-up ratio increase are almost proportional to the number of
processors used. This justifies the choice of a remote execution and brings
benefits in terms of upgradability and maintainability of the segmentation
algorithms and result sharing.
5
Discussion and Conclusions
The first objective of this thesis was to decompose the Dynamic Contrast-
Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI) analysis in different
steps and design each phase with the aim of maximising the results with re-
spect to the specific purpose. The second objective was to combine the single
stages in a complete computer-aided detection and diagnosis (CAD) system
for breast DCE-MRI. Finally, to push the collaboration of more physicians,
and to have a valuable feedback for further improving the techniques, a client-
server architecture for enabling the access to the CAD has been proposed.
This final chapter summarises how all this was achieved, discusses the results
and highlights the novel contributions.
All the performance evaluations have been obtained with respect to a man-
ual segmentation, the histopathological reports and a ground-truth provided
by an expert radiologist.
Breast Mask Extraction module
The breast mask extraction module has been designed by combining three 2D
Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering (executed along axial, coronal and transver-
sal directions) and geometrical breast anatomy characterization through seven
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well defined anatomical key-points. The FCM clustering is used to shift
the breast mask extraction from a simple grey-level based segmentation to a
membership probability one, while the geometrical characterization of breast
anatomy is required to weight such probability by voxel spatial position. To
improve the FCM effectiveness, the clustering was only performed on the vol-
ume delimited by the cuboid enclosing a rough breast mask. In the last stage,
some morphological refinements were performed to improve the obtained
breast mask. The effectiveness of each stage is shown in the Table 4.3.
Vignati et al. [252] is the only proposal able to cover 100% of the lesions
but shows a notable over-segmentation and low accuracy. In general, all
the pixel-based approaches shown poor accuracy to contain the side effect
of the over-segmentation such as Goshal et al. [84]. Fooladivanda et al.
[68] proposed an atlas-based approach to segment the pectoral muscle and
refined a pixel-based breast-air segmentation. The proposal shows a very low
lesion coverage and requires high computational effort in terms of time and
hardware resources. Pectoral muscle is also segmented by geometrical-based
approaches such as Lu et al. [151] and by Wu et al. [267]. The first one
fails in cover the lesions because of the too specific parametrization of the
deformable models. The second one is the best proposal in the analysed
literature in terms of accuracy and lesion coverage but still fails in lesions
lying on the pectoral muscle, since they confuse the edge detector.
The results in the Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show that the combined effect of a
grey level segmentation, geometrical/anatomical characterization and three
fuzziness evaluation lead us to overcame the former problems. Moreover,
the key-point characterization of breast anatomy can be effectively used to
weight FCM membership probability, allowing to accurately separate pectoral
muscle from chest-wall.
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Motion Correction module
In the Motion Correction module, a kinetic model-based Quality Index (QI)
for evaluation of Motion Correction techniques (MCTs) in DCE-MRI has been
proposed. The aim of this module was to choose and apply the best MCT for
the subject under examination. The patient-based choice of MCT is required
because, as shown in the Table 4.6, there is no single motion correction that
outperforms the others among all the patient dataset. A novel QI is, then,
required because traditional image registration similarity measures assume
that voxel intensity changes only because of tissues spatial transformations,
being unsuitable for images obtained under contrast medium flow as in DCE-
MRI.
In general, as evident in the Table 4.7, the novel model-based QIs always
outperform the traditional QIs. In particular, the results showed that the
selected QI, obtained using the Extended Tofts-Kermode (ETK) model (ETK-
P), is, at 74%, in accordance with the ‘reference ranking’ (in Table 4.6). The
mixed QIs are not able to improve these results.
Furthermore, the amount of computational work can be abated from about
ten hours till to about thirty minutes (tested on an Intel i7-3630QM 64bit Quad
Core 2.4GHz equipped with 12GB RAM and MATLAB R2013b) without
affecting the global performance (in terms of median and standard deviation
values) by only using 15% of the data (Figure 4.4).
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that motion correction
is evaluated by means of pharmacokinetic models. All the results show that
using the novel tracer-kinetic-aware quality index and a small percentage
of the whole volume is possible to adequately assess the effectiveness of a
DCE-MRI motion correction. Moreover, as shown in the Figure 4.5, by using
about 40% of the data (to always hit the best MCT), the proposed quality
index could be efficiently used, before of any DCE-MRI data analysis, to
choose the better performing motion correction technique for the specific
patient.
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Lesion Detection module
The Lesion Detection module aims to identify the lesion inside the whole
breast tissues. The proposed method is based on a Support Vector Machine
classifier trained on dynamic features extracted, after a suitable pre-processing
of the image, from a pre-selected area by using a pixel-based approach.
To prove the validity of the pre-selection stage, the final result has been
considered with and without this step. Therefore, to better validate the
module, different classifier and different MCTs have been considered.
The results in the Table 4.8 show that the approach with an SVM classifi-
cation can give simultaneously a high accuracy and specificity, and a good
value of sensitivity. It is also worth noticing that results in terms of sensitivity
are even better in practice since they refer to voxels and not to ROIs. Since the
purpose of the proposed method is to support the radiologist in his work, the
best method is in fact the one that maximises accuracy (in order to increase
the probability to correctly recognize suspect regions) and specificity (in order
to reduce false alarms), looking at the same time to an acceptable sensitivity
(to be almost sure to recognize a satisfying ROI area).
Moreover, from Table 4.8 can also be observed that, on average, the results
obtained by using the median registration outperform those obtainable with
any other MCT. The obtained results also confirmed that the use of a RE
based voxel pre-selection gave always rise to better results with respect to
the case when no pre-selection is used. When pre-selection was used, the
SVM classifier performed consistently better than MLP and RF (differences
in accuracy are always statistically significant (p < 0.05)).
Then, as it is evident in the Table 4.10, the proposal demonstrated the best
accuracy, with a sensitivity which is significantly higher than the second best.
As regards the other two approaches, the difference among their accuracies
and the one obtained by our approach is statistically significant (p < 0.05).
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The key point and the novelty of that stage consist of a suitable pre-
processing stage able to performing a pre-selection of the most suspected
voxels and strongly improving the final results.
Lesion Diagnosis module
For the Lesion Diagnosis module, the textural descriptor Local Binary Patterns
on Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP) has been used for the assessment of
lesion malignancy in breast DCE-MRI. Different classifiers (RF, MLP, and
SVM), as well as the contribution of a motion correction technique, were
evaluated. LBP-TOP were extracted from manually segmented ROIs for
all patients in our database. Classification performance of LBP-TOP was
assessed in a leave-one-out cross-validation.
From Table 4.11 emerges that, when RF is used in combination with
LBP-TOP features, motion correction improves the classification results. On
the other hand, for SVM and MLP it is better not to use motion correction.
These last results seem in contrast with our previous findings in Lesion
Detection module: differently from dynamic features, LBP-TOP textural
features are not always influenced by patient movements. However, it is
worth to note that, in the Lesion Detection module, the classification with
dynamic features was aimed at voxel-by-voxel ROI segmentation instead
of whole ROI classification. A sort of noise attenuation is to be considered
intrinsically.
Results in table 4.12 indicate that LBP-TOP combined with random forest
classifier and median filtering with a 5px sliding windows as motion correction
technique achieves the highest accuracy (84.6%) when only the YT histogram
is used.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that LBP-TOP descrip-
tors are used for breast tissue classification in DCE-MRI.
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Moreover, it is worth noting that (see Tab.4.13) the proposed approach
significantly outperforms the other method under comparison [72, 81] in
terms of overall accuracy, giving rise to a very good specificity.
Antropova et al. [12] investigate deep learning in the lesion detection
task using DCE-MRI data. The authors propose to apply transfer learning
from a pre-trained Deep Convolutional-Neural-Network (DeepCNN). Results
presented in table 4.13 show that transfer learning from natural images (Ima-
geNet) of deep approaches seems to be not enough for classifying DCE-MRI
images malignity. We obtained a slight improvement by using AlexNet with
fine-tuning. A fine-tuning of a pre-trained deep CNN consists in replacing
the last trained fully connected layers with the same untrained fully con-
nected layer and re-train it on the target classification task. We got 69.05%,
65.22%, 73.68% and 68.99%, respectively, in terms of Accuracy, Sensitivity,
Specificity and Area Under the ROC Curve. This result outperforms the one
obtained with the approach proposed in [12] but it is still lower than our
proposal.
One issue concerning the use of LBP in the context of DCE-MRI lies in
the fact that there is no clear physiological interpretation (on the contrary of
the dynamic feature having a direct physiological interpretation): therefore
they can be difficult to understand from a radiologist point of view.
Therapy Assessment module
The Therapy Assessment module adds a novel stage to the computer-aided
detection and diagnosis systems. The forecasting of therapy success was
always demanded to physicians according to the clinical information and the
few features easily handled from radiologists such as morphological evidence
(such as volume or evident asymmetry) and pathological status (response to
therapy and nodal status) of the subject.
This module automatically provides the recurrence probability relying
on dynamic, pharmacokinetic, morphological and clinicopathologic features.
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An ensemble of classifiers combines the most reliable information from each
feature set to provide to the physician the tumour recurrence probability.
In the table 4.16 are shown the results of each branch of the ensemble, and
the final combined result by means of weighted majority voting. An accuracy
of 77.9% has been achieved.
Adding this stage to the so far proposed CAD aims to prevent poten-
tially ineffective and toxic treatments before surgery and apply patient-based
therapy in the most efficient way.
Putting it all Together
In order to validate the effectiveness of the complete CAD proposal, a cascade
execution of the first steps of the CAD, up to the lesion diagnosis, has been
performed. Even if the results in table 4.17 show lower performance with
respect to the stand-alone execution of the respective blocks, the final result
of ROI detection still outperforms the runner-up proposal. The final stage of
Therapy Assessment can’t be tested in a cascade execution mode due to the
lack of heterogeneity in the datasets and in the ground truths.
Remote Architecture
The final result of this thesis is an architecture for advanced remote data pro-
cessing in a secure and versatile client-server environment. This architecture
aims to push the collaboration of more physicians to have a valuable feedback
for further improving the techniques and to apply the research progress in a
realistic environment
The result is a process-on-demand architecture, allowing the radiologist
to have access to a secure, versatile and powerful remote CAD system.
The aim of the proposed architecture was the possibility of easily integrat-
ing a pre-existing medical image processing software within a complete CAD
system deployed on a server machine and shared with many workstations.
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This has the benefit to allow the physician to not change the user interface he
is accustomed to, but to extend the pre-existent software via a plug-in. This
is one of the main novelties with respect to previous works that proposed
interaction with the user through proprietary interfaces [155].
The plug-in’s main role is to interact with the physician making all
required tasks (XML file creation, DICOM exporting, status monitoring
and alerting, result reporting) totally transparent to the operator. The jM-
FlowOrchestrator (client) role is to extract sensitive data from DICOM files,
prepare the MATLAB formatted files to the lower transmission layer (jSe-
cureSync) and manage status updates working jointly with its counterpart on
the server side.
To make the proposed system available for a new client-side image pro-
cessing application, only the small plug-in development is needed, as the
JM-FlowOrchestrator is written in Java (making it portable and transferable
to different operative systems with ease).
The proposed strategy allows meeting the integration goal easy, as long
as the third-party client implements a customization such as a plug-in or API
philosophy supported by some form of SDK toolboxes. As a result, the use
of a plug-in together with jSecureSync and jM-FlowOrchestrator makes the
proposed architecture versatile and have ‘low-impact’ on the pre-existent
infrastructure.
The use of a remote server for advanced operation execution allows an
increase in number and type of services offered. It also improves withstanding
services without any modification on the client side. Moreover, during server
execution, the client user can utilise his workstation for other kinds of work,
optimising task time. The Table 4.20 shows that the use of a multiprocessor
server (or a cluster of multi-processor servers) yields a system that has an
execution time comparable with the local processing system, but with a
higher throughput value, which is quite proportional to the number of used
processors. The multi-client/single-server structure optimises the use of
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resources by allocating different atomic jobs on different CPUs. The Table
4.20 also shows that, by increasing the number of the available CPUs and
jobs, the mean execution time only slightly increases a little. This allows
an easy handling of small and big increase of requests by adding additional
CPUs or multiprocessors servers to the cluster.
It is worth noticing that the proposed architecture, with reference to a
typical radiological workstation, does not require further expensive hardware,
interconnection networking or operating system (all tests were performed on
commercial notebook/pc/Mac and on conventional network infrastructures),
making it suitable for small clinical structures with of few radiologists, up to
big hospitals or structures in which tens of radiologists are involved.
In order to limit transmission time, image files need to be compressed
before being sent over the network. For the specific implementation of
the architecture reported in this thesis, compression tests showed that, due
to the significant correlation of medical image data and the extraction of
repeated meta-data information, the use of the MATLAB format can produce
results even better than those obtained by using the fastest compression
offered by Zip4j (level 1). The compression ratio was about 70% for Zip4j,
while MATLAB format can achieve a compression ratio up to 80% (Table
4.18). All other files not in DICOM format (XML) are compressed with the
Zip4j protocol. Transmission and execution time measurements were then
performed on some plausible scenario, for a practical clinical environment,
corresponding both to a private network among different structures from
the same company and to different companies connected through available
network infrastructures (e.g. optical fiber). The overhead added by network
infrastructure (Table 4.19), settles on about 2.5% (for the widespread 10/100
Mbps) of the remote processing execution time. This overhead reaches a still
acceptable value of 10% in the worst case of a cheaper xDSL network WAN
connection. This could make it possible to apply the proposed architecture
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even over a more diffused network (such as xDSL) without a significant
decrease in performance.
The remote processing of medical images, such as the approaches in this
thesis, rises complex and severe security issues. When analysed, security
issues are typically resolved by considering server and client connected by a
private dedicated network [44]. The proposed architecture can be safely used
over every kind of interconnection network that supports TCP/IP stack pro-
tocol, allowing the development of multi-center interconnections distributed
over a wide geographical area. All the security evaluation is thorough using
SSL, AES and RSA parameters meeting the 2012 NIST standard requirements
[15] and will ensure channel privacy through to the year 2030 at minimum.
This will allow for a distribution of the system cost over a longer period. On
the other hand, the use of authorization certificates means a simple and safe
authentication and authorisation phase.
Although the DICOM standard provides all functionality needed in the
architecture, it has intentionally not used with the aim of decoupling the
proposal from any particular application context. The proposed architecture
has been demonstrated with reference to biomedical image processing, but it
is possible to apply it even in different contexts (i.e. not using DICOM).
In conclusion, the proposed architecture has a secure, versatile and low-
impact approach, making this work suitable to enable an easy integration into
intelligent environments.
6
Open Issues
Even if, during the design of a CAD for breast cancer in Dynamic Contrast-
Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging (DCE-MRI), all the stages have been
optimised as good as possible, few open issues still need to be investigated.
As a matter of fact, the number of patients should be increased by merging
more dataset or by improving the partnership with the medical infrastructures.
Moreover, a bigger number of patients could push the integration of different
protocols such as T1 non fat-sup, T1 fat-sup and T2 in all the stage of the
Computer-Aided Detection and Diagnosis (CAD).
The issues addressed in this thesis have been designed in the pattern
recognition framework. In particular: Breast Mask Extraction and Lesion
Detection consist of a 3D grey-level volume segmentation; Lesion Diagnosis
is faced as an object classification task; Therapy Assessment can be configured
either as a regression problem or a classification problem. The most recent
literature proposals mostly differ in the feature vector used to describe the
classification subject.
Then, even if newer features are constantly proposed by domain experts,
it seems that small improvements were so far achieved. Some proposals try
to overcome this limit by adding pre-processing or post-processing stages in
each module with the purpose of preparing data or refining the final results.
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Deep Learning, instead, provides a different approach to the resolution
of such issues by using a set of successive layers that automatically learn the
best way to describe data as composed of simpler concepts. The key idea
is to involve the feature extraction process in the training stage. It follows
that features are tailored to the specific problem and usually this approach
performs better with respect to those using human designed features.
Deep Learning has demonstrated the ability to outperform the classical
machine learning approaches in different fields, even getting able to outper-
form skilled humans in some computer vision tasks. In the last years, some
‘Deep Approaches’ have been proposed to assess different issues such as:
• Deep Belief Network (DBN) [17, 105]: used to solve general classifi-
cation tasks;
• Deep Convolution Neural Network (Deep CNN) [135, 136, 125]: neural
networks used for images labelling, face recognition and text analysis.
If suitably adjusted, they could be used for segmentation tasks [150];
• Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [86, 223]: employed in sequence
learning and time series analysis.
Different frameworks are currently available to apply deep approaches. Each
framework follows a different philosophy and needs to be analysed according
to the problem to be solved. Among the most popular tools, it also worth to
mention: Caffe, TensorFlow, Deeplearning4j, Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit,
Theano and Torch.
To the best of our knowledge, in biomedical imaging field, deep ap-
proaches were mainly used in brain DCE-MRI, both for lesion and anatomical
segmentation [58, 99, 184, 194, 261, 277]. Deep Learning was also applied
for prostate tissues, by using deep auto-encoders for tumours grading and
diagnosis [147, 208]. As far as we know, breast cancer DCE-MRI image
segmentation was never faced with deep approaches.
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We only find one work that uses MR images to predict malignity via pre-
trained CNN on yet-segmented images [12]. Some works have also addressed
the nuclei detection in histopathological images [255, 269].
However, our implementation of the approach proposed in [12] did not
provide good results. So, it is necessary to study how to suitably adapt deep
architectures to our CAD. Deep learning could be successfully applied in the
segmentation stages to perform Breast Mask Extraction and Lesion Detection.
To further improve the results of each stage and, consequently, the final
result, the DCE-MRI could be supported by introducing new imaging find-
ings. DCE-MRI is frequently merged and jointly studied with mammography
but other studies could be considered: Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI),
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) or Computed Tomography (CT). Fus-
ing that studies requires a very reliable co-registration technique and a strong
knowledge of the most descriptive features derived from each study to achieve
the best result from the fusion.
Since the breast mask stage is anatomical-based, some particular case
should be specifically assessed. A well-designed algorithm should take into
account Lumpectomy, Quadrantectomy and Mastectomy breast to operate in
any case.
As regards as the quality index, in literature there are different physiolog-
ical models still to be used as an underlying model of the proposed quality
index. Then, there is still a margin of improvement. Moreover, the quality
index of the motion correction technique could be used as a similarity measure
to evaluate the step-by-step approach of motion correction in order to produce
a new motion correction technique able to take into account the contrast agent
evolution in the tissue and providing the bet result for motion reduction in
DCE-MRI.
Finally, with the aim of improving the feasibility of all the proposals,
the computational impact should be taken into account. The most of the
proposed algorithms could be parallelised to achieve a strong speed-up. GPU
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computing should also be considered for speed-up purposes in computer
vision tasks.
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